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ESSAY ON MIDDLE FLORIDA, 1837-1838
(ESSAI SUR LA FLORIDE DU MILIEU)

by COMTE DE CASTELNAU

Translated by ARTHUR R. SEYMOUR
(Note-This essay was published in Nouvelles An-

nales des Voyages et des Sciences Geographiques, cx, vol.
iv (1843) pp. 129-208. It will be followed in subsequent
issues of the QUARTERLY by extracts translated from
“Vues et Souvenirs de l’Amerique du Nord,” also by
Francis de Castelnau (Paris, 1842), descriptive of eleven
plates (of thirty-five in the volume) which are of Florida
interest. Seven of these will be reproduced. There will
be published also a translation of “Note de deux Itin-
eraries de Charleston a Tallahassee” by the same author,
which appeared in Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie,
vol. xviii, ser. 2 (1842) pp. 241-259; and his “Note sur la
Source de la Riviere de Wakulla dans la Floride” from
the same periodical, vol, xi, ser. 2 (1839) pp. 242-247.

The French texts in all of the above have been trans-
lated for the QUARTERLY by Dr. Seymour, Professor of
Modern Languages, Emeritus, Florida State Univer-
sity. Ed.)

FOREWORD
by MARK F. BOYD

Available data pertaining to the author of these
Florida papers and monographs are meager. Larousse
states that Francis de La Porte, Comte de Castelnau,
was born in London in 1812 and attained eminence as a
naturalist and scientific traveler. He made an extended
scientific journey in North America from 1837 to 1841,
during which period he visited the Canadian lakes, the
United States and Mexico. After a brief sojourn in
France he led a scientific expedition sponsored by the
French government, which traversed South America
from east to west from 1843 to 1847. He became French
consul in Melbourne, Australia, in 1862, where he died
in 1880.    
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Middle Florida seems to have been the objective of
his earliest journeys, rather than a place of sojourn dur-
ing a lengthy circuit. He spent four months, from No-
vember 15, 1837, to March 15, 1838, within the limits of
the territory. A search through the Tallahassee and
Apalachicola newspapers published during the period of
the Count’s visit to Florida for some mention of him,
without result, would indicate the possibility that he

 travelled incognito. We are unaware whether his Flor-
ida journey was wholly prompted by his scientific inter-
ests or whether in some degree there may have been ul-

 terior motives. In the former event his acquaintance
with Joseph Delafield may have determined the choice,
in the latter case it might be surmised that Louis Phillipe
may not have been without interest in the situation of
one Achille Murat, who had been intermittently identi-
fied with Middle Florida. Such a hypothesis is not too
incredible as it is well known that several earlier scien-
tific French travellers had dual missions.,

The monograph on Middle Florida appeared in 1843,
after the Count’s departure for South America, so that
the numerous errors in the spelling of proper names per-
haps may be attributed to lack of proof reading, or de-
pendence on a printer who could not decipher correctly
the author’s script.

The eleven lithographs of Florida scenes presented
in the “Vues et Souvenirs” are among the most im-
portant items of Florida iconography extant, as no other
illustrations for these places and times exist. Four prints
of this series are not reproduced, as they relate wholly
to unimportant landscapes. The differences in the draft-
manship presented by different plates is very striking,
and it is very evident they are not all the work of the
same artist. A comparison for example, of the four
crude sketches of Plate 9 (the same crudity prevails in
the scenes on the Wakulla and Apalachicola rivers, which
are not reproduced), with the artistic and tasteful sketch
of the Capitol, or the street scene in Tallahassee, makes
it apparent they are not the work of the same hand. It
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is of course possible that the crude field sketches were
redrawn by a competent artist, or even by the litho-
grapher upon the Count’s return to Paris. In our opin-
ion the sketches may be accepted as faithful portrayals
of that which they purport to represent, a matter of con-
siderable importance in the interpretation of the Talla-
hassee scenes. The reason for this belief is afforded by
the 3rd illustration of Plate 9, entitled the “Arsenal at
Mount Vernon,” otherwise Chattahoochee. This build-
ing with its shot tower, the wall, and the dwelling to the
left can be seen today without any significant change on
the grounds of the Florida State Hospital, the present
legatee of the arsenal. If these surviving structures
faithfully exhibit the characteristics given them by our
artist, we must presume that his other scenes were re-
produced with an equal fidelity.

The only reference to the Count discoverable in the
Florida press was called to our attention by Miss Doro-
thy Dodd. In the issue of the Tallahassee Sentinel of
December 5, 1843, there is a legal notice by Mathew J.
Allen, petitioner, addressed to Francis Louis Nompar
de Caumont Laforce de Castelnau (sic) formerly of the
city of New York, informing the latter of his intention
to foreclose a mortgage on certain lands in Madison coun-
ty and elsewhere in Middle Florida, in satisfaction of a
mortgage given on the 23rd of March, 1838.

The date is rather curious, as it would appear that
at that time, according to the itineraries, the Count was
distant from Florida on his return journey.

THE ESSAY *
Middle Florida, a name which is almost unknown in

Europe, deserves however to receive attention for the fer-
*This work of a traveler, who is today entrusted by the French
government with a mission of discovery in the central part of
South America, was presented to the Academy of Sciences April
3, 1842, and became the following December 5 the subject of a
very favorable report of Messrs. Isidore Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, and
Elie de Beaumont and de Gasperin. It was then shown to M. de
Quatrefages who gave an interesting account of it in the REVUE
DES DEUX MONDES (March 1843).
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tility of its soil and the products, already quite impor-
tant, that leave its ports., Scarcely fifteen years ago the
country was entirely in the possession of savage tribes,
and already important towns exist in several places and
especially in the neighborhood of the Gulf of Mexico; no
one can predict what degree of prosperity this territory
might have already attained without the Indian war that
has been devastating it for several years, and that is the
reason why too often scenes occur at the very edge of
these flourishing settlements which make one shudder.

This account is divided into three sections: the first
deals with the geographical description; the second with
the climate, the temperature, the agriculture and the
principal vegetable and animal products; and the third
is devoted to the three races of inhabitants: white, black,
and Indians, the former possessors of the soil.

I
GEOGRAPHY

Although possessing the oldest town in North Amer-
ica, Florida is still only a territory, that is to say that
it is a part of the American Union only as a colony and
without enjoying the political liberty reserved to the
States. It is however probable that it will be granted
statehood by the present session of Congress. However
that may be, its capital is today Tallahassee, a town sit-
uated in Middle Florida, about seven leagues from the
Gulf of Mexico.

Florida is at present divided into four judicial dis-
tricts: (1) East Florida which includes Saint Augustine,
and which is bounded on the east by the Atlantic, on the
north by Georgia, on the west by the Suwanee River, and
on the south by an imaginary line passing through still
unexplored regions stretching from Indian River to
Tolopchoko River at latitude about 28 degrees 30 min-
utes; (2) South Florida which includes all the southern
region of the peninsula as well as the group of islands
known by the name of Florida Keys, the most important
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of which is Key West * (3) Middle Florida which entirely
unknown a few years ago, is today the part of the terri-
tory containing the most inhabitants; it is bounded on
the east by the Suwanee River, on the north by Georgia,
on the south by the Gulf of Mexico, and on the west by
the Apalachicola River; (4) Finally, West Florida which
contains Pensacola, is likewise bounded on the south by
the Gulf of Mexico, on the north and the west by the
State of Alabama, and on the east by the Apalachicola
River.

The third of these divisions, or Middle Florida, is
the one dealt with in the present account; this district,
famous for the fertility of its soil, is divided into five
counties, and we are going to give a detailed description
of each of them, going from west to east.

[ Gadsden County ]
Gadsden county extends from the Georgia border

to the Gulf of Mexico, which gives it a length of about
twenty-two leagues, and from the Apalachicola River to

* [Indian Key] Number 63 of the bulletin of the Geographic Society
contains an interesting account of M. David about Florida, but
the careless statement is found in it that Key West is the only
island of this group that is inhabited. Since but little is known
about these regions, we feel that we ought to mention here Indian
Isle [Indian Key] which is in the same class. However, it is only
a little island of about twelve acres in extent. It was completely
bare of fertile soil, but they have brought some from neighboring
islands ; cocoanut, banana and orange trees grow there. There
are about fifty inhabitants, twenty of them negroes; almost
all of them live on the wreckage of shipwrecks common in those
parts. I mention this little settlement only because it is a county
seat, has a court, and sends a member to the Assembly. There are
a dozen houses, but not a bush, and no wild animal lives there.
There it is forbidden to sell strong liquors to sailors. They can
get to Matacumbe Island a mile away at low tide with no more
than one foot of water. A causeway is needed to join them. This little
island is six and a half leagues from the coast. Several cannons
have been taken there since the beginning of the Indian Wars. The
climate is magnificent and very healthy. There are no fevers and
the sun shines every day, trade winds blow there continually, mod-
erating the heat which never exceeds 25 degrees Reaumur. The
thermometer is never in winter below 13 degrees above zero. Huge
sea turtles are very common on the shores, and the inhabitants say
that there is also a kind of conger eel or sea serpent whose bite
may be fatal.
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the Oclockony River, giving thus an average breadth of
ten to twelve leagues.

The Apalachicola River is one of the most beautiful
streams of North America, formed at the northern bor-
der of Florida by the junction of the Chattahoutchie and
the Flint Rivers; it crosses, making quite numerous
turns, a region of the greatest fertility, and empties into
the Gulf of Mexico near the town of Apalachicola. About
thirty steamboats, several of which are very large, are
already employed in the transportation of its rich prod-
ucts. The thick vegetation that covers its banks is very
beautiful, and among the huge trees that crowd together
one notices the live oak and the magnolia, which here
reach a huge size; they are bound together by wild creep-
ers and vines, and everywhere the high grass and the
reeds offer an almost unsurmountable obstacle to the
progress of a traveler. We shall mention also a feature
that everywhere arouses the attention of one who ex-
plores the southern regions of the continent, we refer to
the long moss (Tillandsia), which hangs from all the
branches of the trees and often reaches a length of forty
or fifty feet.

The river we are dealing with, since it is already of
importance from a commercial viewpoint, and it seems
to us, destined for a great future in this connection, we
are going to describe, giving details of its two banks, al-
though only one of them is a part of Middle Florida.

As we have already remarked, it is formed by the
junction of two rivers of considerable size. First, the
Chattahoutchie which rises near the meeting point of
the four states of Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia
and Alabama; the navigation of which is stopped above
the town of Columbus (Georgia) by waterfalls remark-
able for their picturesque wild beauty; but from that
point to the Gulf of Mexico it is open to navigation and
furnishes to the planters of an immense region a reliable
outlet for their cotton and the other products of their
farms. This river for a considerable distance is the boun-
dary between the states of Georgia and Alabama; its
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banks are generally very steep and in many places per-
pendicular. Second, the Flint rises in Kalbe county and
flows southwest to its junction with the Chattahouchie
(30o 43’). Boats with a draft of eight feet can ascend
it about fifteen leagues to the village of Bainsbridge,
[sic]. On descending the river beyond the junction point,
the traveler is at first struck by the different colors which
the water presents at this point; it is of three very dis-
tinct colors, the water of the Flint being cut in two by
the water of Spring Creek, and retains its clearness for
a long time in the midst of the muddy current into which
it enters. Everywhere the banks are low and subject to
overflow. At some miles from the junction point, and
on the western bank (West Florida) is the Indian village
of Hitchetan, the chief of which, Ecouchatemico [Econ-
chatemico] is also called the King of the red lands.*
He is an old man, bent with age, who has had his nose 
and ears cut off for the crime of adultery. This people,
who are generally called by the name of Apalachicolas
or Chattahouchis, are a branch of the Creeks or Mus-
cogis, former allies of the Spaniards. They fought brave-
ly against General Jackson, but since then they have re-
mained friendly to the whites and served as allies in the
war against the Seminoles; their houses are covered
either with bark or with palm leaves; their canoes are
of the smallest size and made of tree trunks hollowed
out. On going up this river in 1838 I was deeply im-
pressed by the strange sight that this village offered.
The evening was warm, and the crew of the boat on which
I was, composed entirely of black slaves, was occupied
on deck in part, with those foolish and ridiculous dances
peculiar to negroes while others raised their voices and
sang  almost savage melodies. On each bank of that ma-
jestic stream, groups of Indians gathered. These former
possessors of this region, today dispossessed everywhere
by foreign races, are isolated in the midst of a land which
for centuries was trod only by the free feet of their an-

*This tribe has just been sent west of the Mississippi.
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cestors. They were gloomy and silent, but could not con-
ceal their admiration for the huge roaring mechanism
that carried us. Below the junction point, and still on
the western bank, is another village of Indians called
Choakanickla, governed by a young chief who is called by
the Americans John Walker, but whose Indian name is
Emachilochustern.

Opposite on the eastern bank, and two and a half
leagues [sic] from the junction of the two rivers, is the
village of Chattahoutchi or Montvernon, situated on an
elevation about a mile from the river; it is composed in
general of wooden cabins built in the form of Italian
houses, but one cannot help noticing the arsenal, which
is a rather fine building of lilac colored brick flanked by
pentagonal towers and surrounded by quite a high wall;
below the village and right on the bank of the river is a
tavern, which at the time of high water to which the river
is subject, is entirely separated from land and wholly
surrounded by water. When I was there in March, 1838,
I could reach it only by making my horse swim across
one of the arms of the river. This point is however the
only place where one can take a boat. From the porch
of this tavern one enjoys the most beautiful view of the
river that flows below it, which the Indians of the oppo-
site bank often swim across, in the midst of numerous
alligators.

Near the tavern are two enormous tumuli covered
with trees, and adjacent to the river, one sees a very re-
markable artificial elevation; it is about one hundred and
eighty feet high, square in form and may cover perhaps
two-thirds of an acre. It is reached by a fine artificial
dirt causeway. This work seems to date from great an-
tiquity, but it is covered with earth intrenchments evi-
dently modern, and probably made by American soldiers
at the time of the invasion of Florida under General Jack-
son, at least that is what an old soldier who took part
in this expedition told me. * Below these constructions

* [It is probable this is the outpost erected by Nicholls in the War
of 1812.]
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the country is very wet and covered with little dwarf
palms. The banks of the river below Chattahoutchi are
very beautiful. Everywhere forests of magnolias are to 
be seen together with huge live oaks with intertwining
creepers and huge vines.

On the left bank, going down stream is the village
of Aspalaga, if one may give this name to two wooden
cabins situated on an elevation, and consequently pro-
tected from the floods so common during the great inun-
dations of the river. Below, the river stretches out in
the form of a lake, covering a considerable extent of
ground and having in its midst an island of irregular
form. On a level with the northern point of the latter,
going down stream, is a little stream called Fresh-Water
Creek, [Sweet-Water Creek] which is the northern boun-
dary of an immense tract of land owned by a company
known under the name of Apalachicola Land Company.
It is in possession of a very large tract of land ceded by
the Seminole Indians to an English merchant by the
name of Forbes, as compensation for some losses which
he had previously suffered from them. On the opposite
bank, at about the same distance from its mouth (about
thirty-three miles) it receives the waters of the Chipola
River which rises in Alabama, and which is remarkable
for its natural bridge and the curious caves in the neigh-
borhood, as well as for the great fertility of the lands
through which it flows.

Below the river is very winding, contains several
islands and different streams empty into it, and finally
it flows into the bay of the same name, forming different
branches and covering a considerable extent of low
marshy land.

[Apalachicola]
The town of Apalachicola is situated on the west

bank of the river near its mouth. It is a seaport. It is
situated on high ground. Founded in 1830, it contains
a great many fine brick stores, which seen from the river
offer a fine prospect. A newspaper is published there,
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and there is a bank ; it is a considerable business center,
and as early as 1830 it exported 58,500 bales of cotton.
In 1836 the foundations of a new town were begun on the
east bank of the bay of St. Joseph, the avowed purpose
of which is to destroy the trade of Apalachicola, but al-
though St. Joseph has increased greatly in population,
and has attained a prosperity unknown elsewhere, it does
not seem in any way to harm its rival; however, situated
in a sandy infertile region it has the advantage of health-
fulness.

About thirty very large steamers, some of which car-
ry as much as 1,800 bales of cotton, trade on the Apa-
lachicola River which they ascend as far as Columbus
(Georgia). It takes ordinarily four to five days to make
this trip.      

[ Quincy ]                    
The principal settlement in Gadsden county is

Quincy ; it is a pretty village [1838] containing numerous
wooden houses. It was started in 1825 in the midst of a 
rich district especially well adapted to the cultivation of
tobacco, which used in cigars, almost rivals that of
Havana. It is situated on the west bank of the little
river Atapulgas.   

The country between Quincy and Chattahoutchie is
in general infertile, sandy and covered with pines. A
road leads from the first of these villages to Tallahassee ;
it crosses several streams of water that are arms of 
Little River. The woods along the sides of the road are
very beautiful, and some few plantations are to be found.
Another road goes from the village to the north, to Bains-
bridge [ sic ] on the Flint River.

The northern part of this county is rather well popu-
lated, while the southern part is uninhabited and covered
with marshes. It is bounded on the west by the Oclockone
River that rises in the southern part of Georgia; it is
formed by a great number of branches, chief among which
are Crooked River, Rocky-Comfort, Tuloge, Little River,
Robinson’s Creek etc., etc. At its mouth in the Gulf of
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Mexico it is blocked by a sandbar and here it is only seven
feet deep.

If now we go along the coast we shall see that the
entrance of the Apalachicola River, which has a rather
large number of islands, is almost closed by two islands
of considerable size. They are called St. Vincent and St.
George. Only the last mentioned, situated to the east,
is a part of Middle Florida. It is about thirteen leagues
long and two-thirds of a league wide; it extends at first
toward the southeast, then turns and stretches out toward
the northeastward, and it is at this end, about one league
from the shore. Its banks are indented irregular and
marshy ; it is covered in general with pine woods and
scattered cedars and live oaks, on its southern end there
are sandy dunes which in certain places are forty-five
feet  high.                                          

One league to the east is Dog Island, about two
leagues long and having at its northeast end a bay which
can accommodate ships with a draft of ten feet.

  James Island is separated from the mainland only
by Crooked River, which is one of the outlets of the
Oclockone; it is probably about seven leagues long and
two wide. It is very irregular in form and its southern
end is called South West Point. To the west is Alligator
Bay which is of considerable size. Its soil is poor, cov-
ered with marshes and ponds ; its vegetation is composed
of pines and’ little palm trees. At South West Point
which he have just mentioned, the reefs stretch out two
or three leagues into the sea.

[ Leon County ]
Leon county comes next; it is the richest and the

most populous part of all Florida; its soil is generally a
red, very ferruginous, clay, which in the southern states
always shows that it is good land for cotton. This
stratum, which varies in depth from twenty to two hun-
dred feet, is on top of the limestone; it forms here the
southern end of a very extensive strip of land that begins
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in New Jersey and extends through the two Carolinas
and Georgia, always following the eastern slope of the
Alleghanies. This county is noteworthy for the number
and beauty of its lakes and springs. Among the first
we shall mention the following one: Lake Jamoni which
is situated toward the northwest corner of the county
near the boundary of Georgia. It is about three leagues
long and one league wide; it is remarkable because of a
great ridge that appears near the middle and almost di-
vides it into two parts. Its water overflows into the
Oclockone which is near it.

Lake Jackson is situated south of the preceding one
and a league and a half from Tallahassee. According to
the Indians, its water gushed forth suddenly from under
the ground, covering a vast cultivated plain. It is certain
that trees are still to be seen there, and that when the
water is low Indian trails may be noticed. Recently the
same phenomenon has just taken place in the interior of
Florida, the water of Lake Fuskaville having entirely
disappeared underground leaving the soil entirely dry.
Lake Orange is in almost the same situation, its water
having already left about ten thousand acres of land dry.

Lake Lafayette is situated on the lands granted by
the American government to the general of that name,
in memory of his fine conduct during the war of Inde-
pendence, which won for him a reward very precious
in another way: the friendship of the great Washington.
This lake is about a league long. It is situated to the
west [actually east] of Tallahassee and near by ; the In-
dians give it the name of Belleville. Finally we shall
mention Lake Mickasasky [ sic ] which is situated in the
northeast part of the county near the Georgia state line,
at about eight leagues from the capital. It is about four
leagues long, but it is shallow in depth. A tribe of In-
dians of the same name used to live a few years ago on
its banks, and by their courage and perseverance they
are still famous among the tribes of savages who are
fighting for their independence. In the peninsula this
lake is famous for the great fertility of its shores and its
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memory is dear to the Indians. A great number of little
lakes or ponds are scattered to the south of Tallahassee.
All these lakes are surrounded by dense woods, within
which are scattered some fine cotton and sugar cane
plantations. Most of them seem to be sinking gradually
leaving on their shores a great deal of fertile land. They
are often almost entirely covered with rushes and aquatic
plants. In their water are found great numbers of fish,
water serpents (mocassins), soft-shelled turtles and alli-
gators, among which swim large flocks of aquatic birds,
their shores are crowded with bands of deer and a great
many white headed eagles soar over them or alight on
the oaks and the immense magnolias that are on the
shores.

The rivers of the county are of but little importance.
We have already mentioned the Oclockone that bounds it
on the west, the Saint Mary [Marks] River rises to the
southwest of Lake Mickasasky, flows through a pond at
about seven leagues from its mouth, and at its outlet is
nine feet deep. A little below is the small settlement
of Magnolia, in which are a few stores today almost
abandoned, after this it is quite winding and flows into
Apalachee Bay at the village of St. Marks where the
Wakulla River empties into it. This latter, concerning
which I have published a report [to be published in the
Quarterly] in the Bulletin of the Geographical Society of
France, is very remarkable. I visited it about the mid-
dle of February, 1837 [1838]. I was accompanied by my
learned and excellent friend Mr. Delafield, * president of
the Natural History Lyceum of New York, whose private
business had called him to this distant region. Our little
expedition left St. Marks at sunrise, and having gone
around the point where the old fort is, entered Wakulla
River; it is at first very wide and on its marshy shores
there are a few scattered pines. The morning was cool for

* [Joseph Delafield, General Agent of the Apalachicola Land Co. in
Florida in 1838.]
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this country, for the thermometer registered only seven
[degrees Reaumur, 48o F.], dipped into the water it rose
to twelve and a half. When we had ascended to about
half a league from the mouth, the scene changed entirely,
and thick forests covered both winding banks. Among

 such different trees as were crowded together, we saw
several species of the family of palms whose long   
branches bend gracefully under the weight of their huge
finger-like leaves; most of them are not high, but some
reach a height of thirty to forty feet, the magnolia which
is here from sixty to eighty feet high, the magnificent
live oak which is called in English "live-oak" or living
oak, alluding to its leaves always green; it grows gen-
erally in the water or at least in moist places, and as-
sumes the most peculiar shapes. On the whole the woods
are about as green in winter as in summer; the river is
very winding, and we had to struggle against a current
of about a league per hour; the shores are very marshy
and flooded, the river bed is covered with high grass
which blocks the passage ; in some places very big bushy
canes also increase the difficulty of travel by water. We
soon arrived among vast cypress groves whose trees are
grouped in the form of islands; everywhere fallen tree
trunks blocked our way. I noticed several times in the
trees the nests of the paper wasps, and huge flocks of
birds came to give life to the scene, we noticed especially
among them beautiful herons of a dazzling white, peli-
cans with huge beaks provided with a big pocket below
them, numerous long legged water fowl, the pretty Caro-
lina parrakeet, etc., etc. In the midst of numerous ob-
stacles we advanced slowly but steadily toward the
spring, and when we were no more than a league away
the thermometer showed in the water 17 degrees and in
the air 10 and 1/2 degrees. The spring is oval in form
and three hundred feet wide. By taking soundings we
found that it was 76 feet deep. We were told however
that in some places it was 100 feet deep ; its water is won-
derfully pure, and one can distinguish the smallest ob-
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jects that are on the bottom; the temperature of the
surface was 17 and 1/2 degrees and at the bottom we found
that it was half a degree less. The basin is divided by a
ridge of lime rock that rises to within thirty feet of the
surface ; the water of the spring is very good to drink,
although we found that it had in the river a very disa-
greeable taste; it is surrounded everywhere by very
dense woods. We returned quickly.

It is a rare instance of a great river coming sud-
denly from the ground at only seven leagues from its
mouth. It probably has an underground connection with
Lake Jackson, although the latter is some considerable
distance away.

Since my trip on this river I have learned that sev-
eral planters had come to settle in its fertile neighbor-
hood, but last year they were all massacred by a Seminole
war party and their homes burned and pillaged ; near
the river Oclockone and the little stream of Secheopoko
[Sopchoppy], one has recently installed a saw mill.

The coast is very irregular and indented by bays
among which the most remarkable is that of Apalache
which we have already mentioned ; it is about twenty-five
leagues around it but it is open to the southwest and
does not have a safe harbor; its western end sticks out
as a point and bears the name of South Cape. Above is
Shell Point. Ships with a draft of ten to twelve feet
can anchor safely in Spanish Hole, the entrance to which
is blocked by several beds of oysters. Along this coast
beautiful palm trees are to be seen.

[ Tallahassee ]
This county contains two quite important towns, one

of which, Tallahassee, is today the capital of the Flori-
das. This town, whose Indian name means old field, was
founded in the spring of 1824 when Mr. Duval was gov-
ernor of the territory. It is situated at about an equal
distance from the ocean and the western border of Flor-
ida, at about seven leagues from the Gulf of Mexico; it
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is located on hills in the midst of rich fertile country,
but opposed to this advantage, I must mention the un-
healthiness of its climate, while if they had built the city
one or two leagues further to the south in the midst of
vast pine forests and on poor sandy soil, it would have
had the advantages of a more healthful climate while
preserving the advantage of being at a central point and
a market for the rich products of plantations it would
have had back of the city.

All of this district at the time above mentioned, when
they built the first house there, was covered by forests
of oaks and magnolias and inhabited by the Tallahassee
Indians. There are still to be seen there traces of some
clearings that the Indians had made for raising corn.
The present population may be around 1,500 inhabitants.
The city is scattered over a vast extent of ground, the
houses, about three hundred of them, are generally built
of wood, Italian in shape, and some are made of brick.
There are several churches; the Episcopal Church is a
fine little building that they finished during my stay in
December, 1837. The building in which the territorial
Assembly meets bears the imposing name of capitol. Ac-
cording to the American custom it had been started on a
huge plan, one single wing has been constructed, and it
is improbable that they will ever finish it. Besides, this
building is surrounded by a kind of natural park in which
are seen magnificent trees and very many yuccas. There
are two taverns, one of which is of considerable size, al-
though one can say nothing in favor of the comfort one
finds there, for in exchange for two gourdes and a half
per day (13 francs), one gets only a piece of pork and
cabbage, together with a detestable bed on which the
water falls in torrents during the tropical rains. The
market is a wretched little spot, still more wretchedly
provided, the principal use of which is to serve as the
scene of the bodily punishments imposed on the slaves,
transactions that seem to amuse the other negroes great-
ly, who seem little concerned by the thought that the next
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day they may experience the same fate; still it is true
that at each stroke of the whip they burst out laughing,
and by their capers show the pleasure which the charm-
ing spectacle they are viewing causes them. There are
few resources in Tallahassee, often it is impossible to get
an orange or lemon there, neither can one get leeches
for the sick. Having been attacked during my stay by
a severe case of bronchitis I sought some remedies for
myself; the only thing that was offered me of that sort
was some cherry brandy! There are so few carriages
that on Sunday they usually use the hearse to go to par-
ties in the country; they hitch a strong horse to it and
leave on the galop in what was yesterday and will again
be tomorrow the bearer of a corpse. A few years ago
there were two banks but today they have been combined
in one. Two weekly newspapers are published. Near the
city is a little stream that dashes among rocks and forms
a little waterfall.

[ Tallahassee-St. Marks Railroad ]
Considerable business is carried on through this city,

all the cotton of the neighboring plantations being
brought there in bales on carts or wagons drawn by mules
or oxen, and taken then to Saint Marks on the Gulf of
Mexico by means of a railroad. The latter, although
certainly the very worst that has yet been built in the
entire world, is however very useful, for without its help
it would be almost impossible to take a heavy load of
cotton across the sand that covers the country to the
south, into which horses sink at every step. They have
tried several times to put a locomotive on this railroad,
but its construction is so poor that the plan has been
admitted to be impossible. Two mules hitched to carts,
or to a kind of uncovered truck, and driven by black   
slaves, make the trip of about seven leagues in seven
hours. At each end of this model railroad is a very fine
building or depot. Moreover, instead of being astonished
at the bad construction of this railroad, one is inclined
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on the other hand to admire the bold thought that in-
spired a project of such a sort in a country inhabited by
hostile savages, and through almost impenetrable forests,
which so few years ago were not even explored by the
whites. On approaching St. Marks the monotony of the
pine woods is visibly lessened by the presence of little
hammocks of greater or less extension, covered with live
oaks and palm trees which are enlaced by interwoven
vines and creepers; these are generally surrounded by
swamps, which are nothing more than terrible marshes,
although in these hot regions they are during a great
part of the year, covered with the most brilliant flowers.
On approaching the Gulf of Mexico, by this route, one
begins to encounter calcareous rock.

[ St. Marks ]
The village of St. Marks is situated, as we have al-

ready said, at the junction of the river of the same name
and Wakulla River. It consists of rather large houses
and shops wretchedly built ; the streets are often covered
by the salt water from the river, its location is low and
unhealthy whatever may be said for it. It is surrounded
by vast marshes. The only thing worth attention that it
offers is the old Spanish fort, today abandoned but which
because of the thickness of its limestone walls held to-
gether by a cement of coquina, recalls old feudal build-
ings. It is surrounded by a moat on the landward side,
and the trees have been cut down for quite a great dis-
tance around to protect it from surprise by the savages,
but this did not prevent it from falling into their hands
while it was in the possession of the Spaniards. On its
walls are to be seen nothing more than one or two old
dismounted cannons. When its strong location is con-
sidered, it is astonishing that the American government
leaves it in this abandoned condition. Since I have been
visiting this country they have built a little village on
the eastern shore of the bay, or rather of the Apalache
River, and at about two leagues from St. Marks, in a low
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submerged locality, and they have given it the name of
Port Leon. The railroad now ends there. There are as
yet only a few houses, but several big stores and a tavern.
This location seems to me to be well chosen, since boats
of ten to twelve feet draft may enter there, while only
those of much less draft may reach St. Marks. Below,
the entrance is partly closed by several huge rocks, and
a short distance away is a lighthouse on the Gulf of Mex-
ico. The seashore is very beautiful in this place, formed
of fine sand and covered by yuccas.

I must still say a few words about a section of the
district of Leon county which formerly was often men-
tioned in French newspapers, I mean Lafayette township.
This region, equivalent to twelve square leagues [ sic ],
was granted to General Lafayette as a national reward.
It is situated in the immediate vicinity of the city of
Tallahassee (to the northeast) and consists in general
of very fertile land, today mostly cultivated; the land is
worth here from 100 to 125 francs an acre when it is
not cleared, but the general’s family long ago granted
this magnificent gift to a company of speculators and at
a price much lower than its real value. The family has
however reserved for itself two sections, each of a square
mile, which are in the immediate neighborhood of the
city. The trees that cover this section of the territory are
generally Quercus, Juglans, Acer, Magnolias, etc., with
huge creepers and various kinds of wild vines inter-  
twined.

As we have already said, the southern part of the
county has a very sandy poor soil covered with pines. The
poorest land is generally that covered by pines, mingled
with small jack oaks (Quercus ferruginea).

[Jefferson County]
Jefferson county is bounded on the north by Geor-

gia, on the east by the Oscilla River, on the west by Leon
county and on the south by the Gulf of Mexico. It is
about thirteen leagues long and seven wide. The north-
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ern part is generally very fertile, while as it approaches
the sea it is, as usual, very infertile.

The coast affords one single bay of some size, then
it projects in a point toward the mouth of the Oscilla
River. The only settlement of some importance in this
district is the village of Monticello, situated on the loca-
tion of a former Indian village ; it contains a certain num-
ber of wooden houses, a tavern, and a courthouse, all
made of logs simply laid together, and leaving between
them numerous holes through which the rain falls in
torrents. On the shores of lake Micasasky are seen very
fine cotton plantations. All this country was occupied
a few years ago by a tribe of Indians having the same
name as this lake; they are still noted for their courage
and ferocity among the scattered bands who defend, foot
by foot, their lands against the invasion of the whites.
It is in this part of the territory that General Murat’s
plantation is located, one, who born on the steps of the
throne of Naples, is content today, with rare philosophy,
with the modest position of a Floridian planter. I am
happy to be able to here pay my regards to the hospi-
tality that I received with this son of one of the bravest
soldiers of the heroic times of the empire.

 [Madison County]
Madison county is the largest of all, but it is still

little known, and contains up to the present, few planta-
tions. However, as soon as the war with the savages is
ended, it will certainly gain a considerable population.
It is bounded on the north by Georgia, on the northeast
by Hamilton county, on the east by the Suwanee River
and East Florida, on the south by the Gulf of Mexico and
on the west by Jefferson county. It is about thirty
leagues long and fifteen wide. The land is very diversi-
fied, with considerable portions of the greatest fertility,
and others hopelessly infertile. To the north, and at a
short distance from the Oscilla, is Hickstown, which is
not, properly speaking, a village but a collection of plan-
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tations. Toward the southeast along Lake (Riv.) Su-
wanee are excellent sugar cane lands. The land between
this river and the Histehache is also very rich but usually
covered with water.

The principal rivers are at first Confina [sic] and
Tennahalloway, [Fenhalloway] which meet and flow into
the Oscilla, then Stenehatche, Chattahatche, Achen-
ahatche, Istehatche and finally the Suwanee; this last is a
river of considerable size, formed by the junction of the
little Suwanee and the Allapaha; the Wilhacoche also
flows into it. Of the three preceding that we have men-
tioned, the Chattahatche or Stony River, crosses a poor
unproductive county, and empties into the Gulf of Mexico
at about five leagues southeast of the mouth of the Os-
cilla; the Achenahatche or Cedar River, is of little im-
portance, but it waters a rich fertile country. The Hist-
ehatche finally is formed of three rivers which meet at
the falls, at about three leagues from the sea.

[Hamilton County]
Hamilton county has as yet been explored very little.

It is small in size, being only fifteen leagues long by
seven wide. It is bounded on the north by Georgia, on
the east and the south by the Suwanee River and on
the west by the Allapaha, which is a branch of the pre-
ceding one. It contains considerable good land.

I I
GEOLOGY, CLIMATE, AGRICULTURE, PRODUCTIONS

Although St. Augustine and Pensacola have always
been famous for the healthiness of their climate, however
as far as Middle Florida in particular is concerned, I can-
not say anything favorable in this respect, still the great
mildness of its winters makes this region the favorite
refuge of people attacked by pulmonary tuberculosis so
common in the northern states of the Union, and it has
been noticed that those who are in this condition seem
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to be immune from the fevers that too often afflict these
regions.

Although yellow fever is not usually prevalent in
Florida, it sometimes appears with terrible effects. In
1821 it ravaged St. Augustine, the year following Pen-
sacola. In 1824 and in 1839 the population of Key West
was almost entirely wiped out by this scourge, and in
1839 it appeared again in Pensacola, but here as well as
almost everywhere else it spread only a short distance

   from the seashore. However, in 1841 all Middle Florida
and West Florida were seriously attacked by it, and the
localities that suffered most were Pensacola, St. Joseph
and Tallahassee. The disease that is the most fatal in
Middle Florida is bilious fever, which is almost as seri-
ous as its terrible rival, most doctors even admit that in
certain cases it is almost impossible to distinguish one
from the other, for a fatal result is quite common the
third day, and black vomit which is said to be peculiar to
yellow fever, quite often accompanies bilious fever. An
autopsy however shows considerable difference in the di-
gestive organs.

The most unhealthy season begins at the end of June
and extends into November, then in many localities al-
most certain death awaits the imprudent stranger who
dares to face this murderous climate, and ten to twelve
years stay here are far from making one acclimated.
Moreover this country having been inhabited by the
whites for so few years, we do not yet know the influence
of its climate on the children who may be born there. The
shores of the rivers and lakes are especially unhealthy.
Although the negroes endure much better than the whites
the pernicious effects of tropical climates, still the slaves
brought from Virginia and even from Carolina are al-
most always subject to fevers during the early years of
their stay, but they are very rarely victims of them.

Exposure to the burning rays of the sun, and es-
pecially to the dampness of the nights, is considered par-
ticularly dangerous. I believe that I can state that this
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region is becoming yearly more and more unhealthy due
to the immense quantity of vegetation, that according to
the bad system of clearing the land, is allowed to rot away
instead of being burned by fire. In my opinion, if this
is admitted as a cause, its effects will be felt in a more
serious way until a rather large part of the land is
brought to an advanced state of cultivation, whereas at
present only one hundredth part of it is in this condition.
Calomel is here the only remedy, and a quack wanted to
give me some for a sprain caused by a fall from a horse.

The city of Tallahassee is especially unhealthy, and
although the legislative Assembly is held in winter and
lasts only one or two months each year, one or several
of the twenty or thirty members of it who gather there
are victims of its baleful influence. They speak of chang-
ing the seat of government to St. Joseph, which, situated
on the seashore on a sandy barren beach, is comparatively
very healthy, for it is worth noting that the richer the
soil is, the more dangerous is the climate.

Now we shall take some interesting details from the
reports of military physicians of the United States sta-
tioned in different forts of Florida, details gathered by
Thomas Lawson, the learned surgeon general of the
army.

If one compares the mortality of the southern part
of the United States with the northern part, taking the
latitude of Washington as the boundary line, he will find
that the average mortality in the south is 5 3/100 and in
the north 2 1/10 and in Florida 6 percent. It must be
noted that this proportion is enormous, that of the Eng-
lish army in Ceylon being only 4 8/10, in the Ile de France
3 5/10, at Cape Good-hope 1 8/10, at Bombay 3 8/10, at
Madras 5 2/10, at New Holland 1 4/10, at Bermuda 2 9/10,
at New Scotland 1 4/10, in Canada 1 5/10, in Gibraltar
2 1/10, in Malta from 1 1/10 up, and in the Ionian Islands
2 4/10. The average of deaths in the French army is
about two percent, and in the Prussian army only 1 1/10
percent.
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As regards more particularly Florida we find:

In 1836 the mortality in Florida was 11 4/10 percent,
in 1837 it was 6 9/10, in 1838 and 1839 4 7/10. Among
the officers the mortality was greatest in 1836, it was
13 3/10 percent, in 1837 11 6/10 and in 1838 3 4/10 per-

   cent. If now we examine more specially the different
kinds of sickness we shall find:

In St. Augustine on an average force of about 400,
there were
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The following observations will give an idea, al-
though imperfect, of the temperature: December 2 at
noon in my room in Tallahassee it was 17 degrees [R.],
outside in the shade 20, in the sun 28. The sixth of the
same month in my room 16, the weather was cloudy. The
13th rain (in the woods). The thermometer at 9 in the
morning was 10 degrees, and at three o’clock in the after-
noon 14. The 18th at noon in the shade it was 15. The
25th of the same month there was a slight frost during
the night. The 30th at noon 10 1/4, fog and very cloudy
weather. The 2d and 3d of January it was very warm,
but traveling in the woods I could not be sure of the
temperature. The 5th at one o’clock it was, in the shade,
19. The 10th cloudy weather, at noon 15 degrees. The
13th at noon 18 degrees in the shade and 25 in the sun.
The 15th fine weather, at noon 29 degrees in the sunshine,
19 degrees in the shade. The 19th at nine o’clock in the
morning 10, at noon 12, rainy weather and cloudy. The
20th rain, at nine o’clock in the morning 9, at noon 10.
This is the coldest day that I have experienced in Florida.
The 24th at nine in the morning 12, at noon 15, fine
weather but very damp. The 26th at eight o’clock in the
morning 11, at noon 16, in the sun 28. The 27th at eight
o’clock in the morning 12, at noon 18, in the sun 30. The
28th at eight o’clock in the morning 12, at noon 19, in the
sun 30. The 29th at eight o’clock in the morning 11, at
noon 20, in the sun 31. Shortly after, all my thermom-
eters having been accidentally broken, I could not con-
tinue my observations.

According to observations made on the Apalachi-
cola River, the average for the months of August and
September 1799 was 77 (Fahrenheit) at 7 o’clock in the
morning and 86 at 2 o’clock. During the winter of 1800
the average was, at Pensacola 44 (Fahrenheit), at 7
 o‘clock in the morning and 54 at 2 o’clock in the after-
noon. At St. Augustine, during the years 1825, 1826,
1827, and 1828, the average temperature was 68 1/2
(Fahrenheit). The coldest day in 1825 was December
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30, 42. The warmest, Aug. 20, 94. In 1826 the coldest
was Jan. 21, 44; the warmest, July 5, 92. In 1828 the
coldest was April 6, 27; the warmest 95. In 1829 the
coldest 32; the warmest 96.

There have been one or two instances of snow, espe-
cially in 1774. Several times the frosts have been heavy,
and in these cases have destroyed the crops of the orange
trees in the parts of Florida where this tree grows; the
most severe case of this kind occurred in the month of
February, 1835.           

Some of the preceding details are taken from the
work of Mr. Williams. So as to give an idea of the tem-
perature of Florida we shall copy here the following ob-
servations made at Key West and taken from official
reports submitted to congress (March, 1838).

Average temperature (Fahrenheit)
January 69.725
February 70.502
March 75.245
April 75.880
May 79.436
June 81.578
July 82.642
August 82.760
September 81.304
October 77.057
November 74.680
December 70.650

Yearly average 76.622
Maximum heat 89 1/2 (August)
Minimum 44 (January)  
It is to be noted that the average temperature in Havana

and in New Orleans 66.
is 77.67

The following observations have been made in St. Augustine:
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The following table will show the amount of water (in English
inches) fallen in different places on the Gulf of Mexico. The averages
are taken from several years.

Among the causes that we have given for the un-
healthiness of the climate, we have emphasized first the
way of clearing the land. Here we must take up some
details concerning this. When a planter settles in the
midst of the woods with his slaves, he begins by cutting
down a few trees and builds for himself a kind of cottage
called Log-House, then after fencing in a field he has
most of the trees cut down at about two feet from the
ground, has the brush burned, and as for the larger trees
he is satisfied to have them girdled, that is to say that
with an ax they cut a ring around the bark ; this cut,
which interrupts the flow of the sap, kills the tree after
one, two, or three years, and it falls in the field without
anyone thinking of taking it away ; thus huge trees pile
up on each other until they are completely rotten. It is
easy to imagine the unhealthy miasmas that this immense
mass of vegetable matter gives forth.
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[Productions]

We shall now consider the principal productions of
the country.    

In the first place we shall put cotton, in which we
distinguish first the common ordinary sort, and second,
the long staple. Cotton is cultivated everywhere in Flor-
ida, and it is almost the only thing exported from the
territory, for it is to cotton that the inhabitants, who get
without exception all their supplies from the north, owe
the possibility of paying their debts. I shall not give
here details about its cultivation, but I shall say only that
this plant, which in Virginia scarcely grows a foot high,
is here a bush six to eight feet high. Ordinary land pro-
duces half a bale per acre (a bale weighs 350 pounds), 
good lands produce twice as much. A slave can cultivate
from five to seven acres. When cotton is at a favorable
price this crop brings in about twenty-five percent income
on the capital. During the years 1835 and 1836, when it
had reached very high prices, many planters made up to.
one hundred percent on their money, although the value
of slaves rose in proportion. Cotton raising is especially
successful on red clay soil. It draws the strength from
the soil and it is best to alternate it with corn, however,
I have seen land produce fine crops continually for ten
or twelve years.

Long staple or Sea Island cotton is cultivated only
near the sea, although it was first cultivated on the east
coast of Florida. Soon it was discovered that it grew
better in Georgia and South Carolina where the heat is
not so great. Today this crop is almost abandoned in
Florida, for although this fine variety has its place in
European markets, and especially in Le Havre at high
prices, yet when it is realized that taking into considera-
tion the care which it requires, since a slave can look after
no more than one acre, it is clear that it is more advan-
tageous to grow the ordinary kinds.

I have also seen in Florida some fields of nankeen
colored cotton; which is a variety peculiar to China, but
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the same shade can be obtained by leaving the ordinary
kinds exposed to a slight frost; however this experiment
is very dangeruos for the cotton must be picked imme-
diately afterward, since a second frost generally destroys
the crop. In a slave country, as one cannot obtain tem-
porary help, the moment of gathering and storing the
crops is of the utmost importance. They cultivate still
another natural variety which is a deep brownish red.

Sugar cane comes next, and although it grows quite
well in Florida and even in the extreme southern part of
Georgia, the growing of cotton is more advantageous,
for the great amount of work that cutting the cane de-
mands each year, and replanting it (required because of
the frosts that although slight are annual), prevents com-
petition with the West Indies where the same plants grow
sprouts for ten or twelve years in succession. Three va
rieties of cane are cultivated : creole, otahiti and rubanne,
the last one maturing most promptly, is consequently
better adapted to this country although it produces less
saccharine material. A slave can cultivate about five
acres of cane, the product of which may be estimated at
about two thousand francs. It produces about a thousand
“livres” per acre.

Moreover, although in my opinion this crop cannot
be considered as certain north of the 29th degree, still
almost all the farmers obtain enough sugar for their con-
sumption, and there are some sizeable plantations in
Middle Florida.

The maize, which is here called corn, comes next, and,
although its growth is generally neglected by the owners
of large plantations who devote themselves entirely to
raising cotton and sugar, it nevertheless generally pro-
duces more satisfactory results than the capitalists ob-
tain. The climate is however in general too warm for
this crop, and an the average they do not get more than
twenty bushels per acre ; however they say that some
plantations on the Apalachicola River have produced
eighty bushels. This is one of the most necessary crops
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in regions in which ordinary wheat cannot grow, and it
is often sold at exhorbitant prices, a dollar, and a dollar
and a half, per bushel. They can often get two harvests
in a season.

Cuban tobacco succeeds remarkably well in Middle
Florida, and particularly in the light and somewhat
sandy soils around Quincy. It requires continual care,
as it is attacked by many insects. A slave cannot take
care of more than two acres. It is recognized that to-
bacco requires new land, and generally the same ground
is planted to it only two years and then it is planted to
corn or cotton. It is felt that this manner of cultivation
can be followed only in a country where the land is cheap.
This product has been considered the most profitable of
all and some small planters have made from three to
five thousand francs from the work of each slave.

A certain number of Spaniards have been brought
from Cuba who excel in making cigars, and although
usually they do not like to admit foreigners into their
shops, I have seen them working several times. They
begin by taking a package of leaves, and they moisten
them by sprinkling them with water which they hold in
their mouths, and expel in a very fine spray. They then
take a leaf, place it on a layer of cork, and by means of
a very sharp instrument smooth it, and obliquely cut the
ends which are put in the center to form the inside of
the cigar. It is then rolled and quickly assumes the form
in which it is sold.

As spotted cigars are generally preferred, they
sprinkle them with an acid and thus give them that ap-
pearance.

Rice is cultivated very little in Florida, they say that
it can be grown to advantage on the St. Marie [Marks]
River.

Indigo grows naturally in the woods. At the time
when the country was in the possession of the English
its cultivation was undertaken on a considerable scale,
but just as with the preceding product its cultivation is
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so dangerous to health that one would not wish to see
it grown more extensively.

Sweet potatoes grow wonderfully well in the pine
woods and on. the poorest soil. Three, and even four
hundred bushels per acre of them have been obtained.
They are sold sometimes for as much as one dollar per
bushel.

The ordinary potato does not grow any better than
the other vegetables and fruits of Europe. - I have seen
near Lake Lafayette huge mulberry trees that were
planted ten years ago by a Frenchman, Mr. de Laporte.

The calabashes, which are here called squashes and
pumpkins, grow to a huge size, and when one finds them
on the ground in the woods one is often astonished by
their odd shape. Watermelons are also very common.

The cocoanut tree is found in the most southern part
of Florida but not in the middle part; I’ll say as much
about the banana tree and Adam’s figtree (Musa para-
disiaca), although some of them are found in open ground
in some Tallahassee gardens.

Neither does the orange tree grow in this region,
although it thrives perfectly in the neighborhood of St.
Augustine and in all the region to the south. Besides,
as we have already said, frost killed these trees near this
city in 1835, and as five years are needed to obtain new
fruit, this important article of food has scarcely been
resumed. The orange trees previously formed the prin-
cipal resource of a considerable portion of the inhabi-
tants. A full grown tree provides about five hundred
oranges. They can plant about a hundred trees per acre,
and as oranges are worth from thirty to forty francs a
thousand, a crop worth from fifteen to eighteen hundred
francs per acre is obtained. It is estimated that before
1835 two million oranges were sent each year to the
north. Besides, these oranges like those of Cuba, al-
though very superior to those of the Mediterranean re-
gions, cannot be kept, and generally spoil after ten to fif-
teen days.
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I shall now say a few words about the animals and
vegetables of the district with which we are concerned,
without however speaking extensively about the natural
history of this region, which will be the topic of a special
study.

There were formerly wild horses on Florida prairies,
but the Indians, not being able to keep their own horses
that constantly ran away to share the liberty of those
of their species more fortunate than they in this regard,
decided to kill off the race, and the massacre was so gen-
eral that not one has probably escaped. However a very
old Indian assured me that he had seen some in his youth.
Besides, all these horses were the descendants of those
that the Spaniards had brought to this country.

The Floridian horse, such as it is today, and which
is called generally Indian pony is small, long haired and
bright eyed, lively, stubborn, and as wild as the Indians
themselves; it has wonderful endurance of fatigue and
hardship ; it has a singular instinct in finding its way
in the dense woods. Its food consists only of the high
grass that covers the prairies and it does not require any
care. The price of horses varies in Tallahassee from 50
to 120 dollars (about 250 to 600 francs). For farm work
mules are generally preferred, and they bring them every
year in large numbers from Tennessee, and even from
Mexico; in general they endure better extreme heat, and
all considered are more docile; their price is generally
from 600 to 1,000 francs.

The cattle are remarkable because of their huge
horns ; although they do not take any care of them and
leave them all the year in the woods and prairies, they
are generally fat and strong and their hair wonderfully
sleek. Their flesh is quite good but the cows give scarce-
ly any milk. I have sometimes, at the homes of planters
who had several hundred cattle (they never know ex-
actly how many), had coffee without milk, for lack of
being able to get for myself a single drop of milk. Their
price varies from four to six dollars (20 to 30 francs).
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Sheep do not do well, and their meat is worthless.
Goats on the contrary are frequent, but the animal that
gives the most extraordinary results in this respect is the
hog, the meat of which replaces all others for the Amer-
ican farmer.

[Fauna]
They also eat squirrels, one species of which grows

to be very large.
The cougar, which they call panther, is quite com-

mon in some parts of the territory. It rarely attacks a
man. The young ones are spotted with white. The little
black bear is common enough on the Apalachicola River;
it lives almost entirely in the trees and never attacks
anyone. Wolves are quite rare, the only one that I have
seen seemed to me almost black.

Deer are very common, they belong to the Virginia
species, and the young ones are spotted. The wildcats, 
opossums and raccoons are common. The flying squirrel
(polatouche) is a little animal seen rather often flying
from one tree to another.

There are no buffalos in Florida.
The manatee which is specifically different from the

African one, is seen sometimes in the rivers, especially
to the south of the Suwanee.

Fossil remains of mammoths have been found sev-
eral times, and I have found on the shore of the Gulf
of Mexico the skull of a huge kind of porpoise.

Florida is very rich in birds; among the eagles we
shall mention the white headed eagle which hovers con-
tinually above the rivers and lakes. When it notices that
a heron has caught a fish, it pursues it and forces it to
give up its prey which is seized before it reaches the sur-
face of the water. Among the vultures, two species
(V. aura and atratus), here called turkey buzzard, are
very common, and sometimes cover the trees; they ap-
pear exceedingly stupid. The wild turkey is very com-
mon. They are found everywhere in little flocks of five
to ten or twelve; it is difficult to get near them. The
pretty Carolina parrakeet appears often in large flocks;
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the flamingo is found on the seashore. Two kinds of
humming birds are found there, one of which is very

    rare but most beautiful.
The mocking bird is very common. Ducks of almost

limitless varieties are found. The orioles are very nu-
merous. We shall add only that although the beautiful
cardinal is very common, it goes unnoticed in the midst
of the many birds of bright plumage seen in the bushes.

Among the reptiles the turtles are, above all, re-
markable for the variety of their species. Among them
the soft shelled turtle (trionis) is one of the most inter-
esting for the naturalist. It is to be noted that animals
of this sort generally are to be found in warm countries,
but in North America they sometimes go up big rivers
like the Mississippi to very cold latitudes; their fossil
remains found around Paris would not then indicate posi-
tively past existence in a tropical climate.

[Alligators]

The alligator is of all the reptiles the one which at   
first sight appears most dangerous for the traveler. It
is ordinarily about ten feet long although it may reach
fifteen feet in length. Bartram in his Travels in Flor-
ida has given interesting details in regard to this animal
which have seemed to me for the most part very accurate.
He attributes to it however a ferocity that I believe quite
exaggerated. I have often seen them lying in hundreds
on the banks of rivers, and I can state that when men
approach they run away, clacking their huge jaws. Once
I saw one of the biggest ones inclined to block my way
in the neighborhood of Lake Mikasaski [sic]. A negro
who was with me stabbed it, but the monster in dying
rolled upon the slave and gave away only after repeated
thrusts with his knife, and two gunshots that I fired at
it point-blank, a sight that was as strange as it was ter-
rible. As for the negro, he got up laughing uproariously
although covered with mud and blood. It is only when
in the water that this animal is to be feared, and yet I
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have often seen Indians cross the Apalachicola River,
swimming among numerous denizens of this sort. My
first meeting with one of these huge reptiles was less than
agreeable. A few days after my arrival in Florida I had
gone to the shores of Lake Jackson. I was keenly inter-
ested in the really charming sight that this beautiful sheet
of water offered, so covered with aquatic birds that it
seemed to be in continual motion. Soon I was awakened
from this sweet reverie by a movement in some neighbor-
ing brush, and on turning around I saw quite near me
a huge head that I took at first to be that of a serpent
which might be no less than thirty to forty feet long. I
must admit that I felt a cold sweat cover my face and
for a few moments I was unable to load my gun, but the
movement that I had made then caused my antagonist to
withdraw to the lake and then only I saw my mistake,
but it took me some time to be able to consider it a laugh-
able matter. It is very difficult to kill an alligator, for
a bullet bounces off its armor without causing it the least
damage; the only two vulnerable places are the under
side of its throat and its eye sockets. These animals hide
during winter in holes and underground caves. The

  young ones bark and yelp like dogs. They lay their eggs
in layers, and separate each layer by a bed of grass and
clay, then they cover up all with mud to form cones about
four feet high.

It is worth noticing that alligators are often found
at a considerable distance out at sea; I have seen some
at two or three leagues from the shore at the mouth of
big rivers, which supports perfectly the supposition of
the learned M. Lejel (New Elements of Geology) who
in speaking of the iguandons recently discovered in the  
sea limestone of the lower green sandstone, says “This
circumstance which naturally leads one to conclude that
some of the saurians that live in the country of the Great
River continued to live there even after a part of the
land had been submerged by the sea inclines one to sup-
pose that in our own days the burial of the bones of cer-
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tain big alligators occurs very often in the recent fresh
water strata deposited in the delta of the Ganges. But
if a part of a delta should sink down so as to be covered
by the sea, there may result an accumulation of marine
formations where fresh water strata might have been
formed at first; and as in spite of this sinking of the
delta the Ganges would continue nevertheless to send its
waters loaded with mud in the same direction, and to
carry to the sea the remains of the same species of alli-
gators, it would follow that the bones of these animals
might just as well be found in sea strata as in underlying
fresh water strata.”

The rattlesnake (Crotalus) is not common, but it
sometimes reaches a huge size, nine or ten feet long. Its
bite, as is known, is fatal. Doctor Holbrook of Charles-
ton has however discovered an easy way to remedy its
dangerous effects, and all the experiments that he has
conducted in this respect have been crowned with success.
His way of proceeding consists in making as soon as one
has been bitten, a tight ligature around the wounded
limb, and as soon as the patient recovers from his fright
to loosen the ligature and let thus a little of the poison
enter the circulation, then to close it tightly immediately;
a convulsion follows, then the patient having recovered
his senses, a quantity of the poison is permitted to pass
in again; by this procedure, as the poison is introduced
gradually the patient recovers after a succession of con-
vulsions. Besides, the rattlesnake is considered a table
delicacy in the homes of the richest planters.

There are a good many other species of serpents,
but most of them are not poisonous; besides, the propor-
tion of these animals does not seem to me more consid-
erable than in the northern states of the American Union.
Pigs kill a great number of them, for it is to be noted
that thanks to their fat, they can without danger endure
the bite of the most poisonous reptiles.

The fish are quite varied in species but are still very
little known ; several of the seacoast are brightly colored.
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Among the insects we shall mention only the mos-
quitos, which because they are so numerous make some
sections of the country absolutely uninhabitable.

The entomology of these regions is however quite
poor, and is more like that of temperate countries than
the heat of the climate would make one suppose.

Among the trees we shall speak only of the pines
that cover most of the territory and which most often
denote an infertile region ; however, when they grow in
a clay soil the soil may be as good as that of the ham-
mocks, although it is generally not so durable. We have
already said that the hammocks are plots covered by dif-
ferent kinds of trees such as oaks, magnolias etc., etc.,
closely intertwined with vines and creepers.

The Magnolia grandiflora is the real ornament of the
forests; it attains a huge size.

The live oak (Quercus virens) is as wonderful be-
cause of its large size, as it is serviceable by furnishing
to the navy wood for construction purposes.

The palm trees of Florida belong to the genera
Sabal and Chamerops. There are four or five species of
them.

III

There are about fifty-four thousand five hundred
whites and negroes living in Florida, as well as three to
five thousand Indians. This population is scattered over
a space of nearly twenty thousand square leagues, two-
thirds of whom are to be found in Middle Forida.

Florida has, as is known, belonged for a long time
to the Spaniards, and in St. Augustine as well as in
Pensacola a great many of their descendants still are to
be found who have kept the manners and the costumes
of their ancestors; therefore the charming dance the
fandango still may be seen sometimes in those places, but
Middle Florida, which those conquerors had never pene-
trated, and which the encroaching spirit of the Anglo-
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Americans alone has partly snatched from the Indian
tribes, offers no evidence of their customs.

Most of the planters of Florida have emigrated from
Virginia and South Carolina. Having settled recently in
the country they are consequently not acclimated, so
every year they leave these torrid regions during the
summer heat and go to find a healthier climate in the
northern states. The cause of their immigration to this
country is the fertility of the land which makes them
abandon the family home where the soil has very often
become worn out by uninterrupted cultivation during
many years, and which according to the custom of the
country never receives any fertilizer. They put all that
they own into wagons, and together with their slaves,
they go through the woods hunting for a new dwelling,
sometimes a hundred leagues from their former one.

The large plantation owner is generous and hospita-
ble but accustomed to exercise absolute power over his
slaves, he cannot endure any opposition to his wishes,
and the universally adopted habit of always going armed
leads only too often to bloody scenes to which the public
is so accustomed, that it pays very little attention to the
one who is its victim. During my stay in Florida I had
the opportunity several times to see scenes of this sort;
one morning the body of a murdered man was found in
the streets of Tallahassee; beside him was a bowie knife
recognized as belonging to an influential planter who had
immediately left the city to withdraw to his home, where
he was never disturbed. I have seen two hostile planters
meet on horseback in the street and immediately start
fighting with pistol and bowie knife, a fight in which their
friends and their slaves took part. Being in the village
of Chattahoutchi on the Apalachicola River in the month
of February, 1838, some travelers came up in the eve-
ning to the opposite shore of the river, tired by a long
day’s journey; they wanted to cross it and called loudly
for the boatman to go and get them; the latter lying
carelessly in his ferry boat heard them for an hour pre-
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tending to be asleep and did not condescend to even an-
swer them; finally at my urging he decided to do his
duty, but having been rebuked rather keenly by the
travelers, he coolly seized a pistol and fired it point blank
at one of them who miraculously was not hit.

Finally, as I was going from Tallahassee to the
Apalachicola River, I was accosted by a young man on
horseback, who, according to the custom of the country,
immediately started a conversation. His manner was
gentle and affable and I felt sympathetically drawn
toward him. Soon we spoke of the purpose of his trip,
and then he drew from his bosom a bowie knife a foot
and a half long, and told me very quietly that he was
going to Columbus to find one of his cousins who owed
him some money, and that he intended to kill him if he
didn't pay him. I saw him again in that town, and hav-
ing inquired about the health of his relative, I learned
that fortunately he had heard of the arrival of his amia-
ble relative, and that he had left for Texas.

As I have said already the habit of carrying arms
is universal. Every man has constantly on him a bowie
knife, and when he is on horseback he has a long rifle
in his hand. Since the beginning of the war against the
savages many plantations have been surrounded by a
palisade and armed slaves mount guard as in a regular
garrison.

Of all vices, intemperance is the most common one,
whose effects are the most to be deplored; it often hap-
pens that men of responsible position are found rolling
drunk in the streets until their slaves come to look for
them and carry them home in their arms. The habit of
gambling is common too, and it is to this that may be at-
tributed largely the murders so frequent in this country.
To inform people of the death of someone, a slave runs
through all the streets carrying a pasteboard framed in
black ribbons, on which is written the name of the de-
ceased; he presents it to all those he meets for them to
read.
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The class of whites which remains for us to study,
is the little farmers who sometimes themselves cultivate  
a cornfield, but most often have it done by two or three
slaves, their only property. Most of them do not own any
land, but settle in the first place that they find vacant,
without being concerned about the name of the owner,
who, if he comes to assert his authority, does not receive
more response than a bullet from a rifle. These men are
called squatters. Generally speaking they are tall,
sturdy, bold, addicted to drinking, and habituated to in-
terlarding their words with terrible curses. Accustomed
to living alone in the woods, they have adopted the habits
of the savages with whom they are in constant contact;
at every moment their conversation is interrupted by
war cries. They leap about and howl and make no effort
to restrain their passions. Most of the young men have
the strange habit, when they are excited, of slappnig their
sides imitating the triumphant cry of a cock. So as to
make known the habits of these people, I am going to
say a few words about an excursion to the village of
Montiulko [Monticello] November 30, 1837.

[Monticello]
This village is situated thirty miles from Tallahas-

see. I left on horseback with several other persons at
six o’clock in the morning. We arrived there after
traveling constantly in the woods, at two o’cock in the
afternoon. The village is built almost entirely of wood,
and the difficulty of getting boards has delayed its pros-
perity ; about one hundred and fifty people live there.
On that day they were holding court in a log house, and
a rain had come so that the judge was for two hours ex-
posed to the water that poured in abundantly between the
poorly joined beams. This place is famous for the quar-
relsome, spirit of its inhabitants, and I learned from the
judge, Mr. Randall, a learned and well brought up man,
that in two years eleven men had been murdered in the
market place. During the day that we spent there we
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were present at several fights and saw severel heads
bruised. As for bloody noses they were so ordinary
that one might have considered them universal. When
a young man longs to fight, which is very often, he is
accustomed to go to the square and after having imitated
a cock, to cry out from on horseback: “I am a horse but
I defy anyone to ride me.” Sometimes they fight with
their fists, but generally with a pistol, a bowie knife or
iron covered cudgel. The entire village seemed to be
fighting; here two drunken men were dragging them-
selves along to attack each other; there farmers were
amusing themselves by lashing unfortunate slaves, laugh-
ing to split their sides at their contortions and cries ;
farther on young men were blaming each other for the
murder of a relative, and murderous weapons gleamed
immediately in their hands. Finally night came to put
an end to all these horrors, and I was glad to leave that
cursed place the next morning and to be surrounded by
majestic peaceful forests. We returned by going along
the north shore of Lake Mikasaski, one of whose branches
we forded.

The type of men I am speaking of are brought up
from childhood with the idea that the Indians are the
usurpers of a land that belongs to them, and even in
times of peace they are always ready to go hunting sav-
ages rather than deer hunting. Like the Indians they
scalp their dead enemies, and in war time their arrival
at plantations is almost as much to be feared as that of
the enemy they are pursuing. Not being checked by hu-
man laws, that cannot reach them in the midst of the
woods, nor by religious principles that are totally un-
known to most of them, these men know no other power
than physical force, and no other pleasure than carrying
out their brutal passions.

In a region where laws are not enforced, a sort of
arbitrary tribunal has been organized that succeeds in
carrying out its decisions in the depths of the forests; it
is called Judge Lynch and its decrees are carried out
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without appeal. More than one corpse hanging by the
neck from the branch of a tree can testify to its power.
Besides, its severity is exercised usually only against
those suspected of being opposed to slavery of the ne-
groes, and also horse thieves.

[Slaves]

The slaves, and in this category are included all col-
ored people of the territory, are generally treated with
the greatest severity. A whip is the only language used
with them. They have besides all the vices of degraded
men, and the customary punishments have become neces-
sary for them. Twenty-five lashes with the whip for
women, and fifty for men, are the ordinary punishment
for the smallest offenses, and in serious cases this num-
ber is sometimes increased to three hundred. Moreover,
their high price is their only protection in a country in
which they can not expect any from the law. At the time
of my residence there, a man was worth about six thou-
sand francs and a woman four thousand. I believe that
prices have gone down since. A child at its birth is con-

  sidered to be worth from seven hundred and fifty to one
thousand francs.

In the mdist of this terrible misery the black people
 prosper, and seem even to be happy under a yoke that
should remind them of that of the stocks [cabachirs] of
the African coast. Their numbers increase every year,
and the burning sun of Florida seems to be the proper
surrounding for this singular variety of the great human
family. They are proud of their state of slavery, and
cannot speak of free negroes without pitying them: “poor
fellow” they say, “he has no master.” Here as among
the Romans a child belongs to the owner of the mother,
and whatever its color, a child of a slave is a slave him-
self. The outward appearance of the negroes is here
much better than in the Northern States, and according
to their own ideas I believe they are happier. The sys-
tem of slavery is so thoroughly established that they are
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not afraid to leave weapons with them, and the hundred
and fifty leagues of woods that separate them from the
Free States forbid any idea of running away. If some-
times a slave runs away to escape extreme punishment,
he will remain near the plantation, and after a short time
he will return of his own volition to his master and sub-
mit to his unhappy fate. I shall not introduce here a
discussion of the big question of slavery, I shall only say
that if it is unjust and contrary to divine law that man
should have despotic power over his fellow men, and that
slavery cannot consequently be defended in principal,
however, when we come to study the facts we find that
the negro whose intelligence is less developed than that
of the white race * seems not to have been created to
govern himself ; in the interior of Africa he is subject to
the laws of the Moors, on the coasts he bows trembling
before the slave hunters, who treat lightly his life and 
his liberty. In America finally, setting aside the ser-
vility of the state of slavery which the negro, besides, is
far from understanding, he is certainly happier on the
southern plantations than in the free states of the North.
Especially as far as the United States are concerned we
must consider that the rich districts of the South, that
alone can produce cotton, sugar, rice, tobacco and corn,
have a climate fatal for the whites, but which on the con-
trary seems to fit admirably the black race. As for the
last two mentioned of these products, since they grow
in the middle states, such as Maryland, Virginia, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, they could really be cultivated by
the whites, but the three first mentioned need the almost
vertical rays of sunshine and the marshes of low regions
in which members of our race cannot risk themselves,
even a single night, without running an almost certain
risk of death.

* It is understood that I am speaking now generally and not abso-
lutely. In any case I must even say that generally the children of
the black race have seemed to me to be about equal to the white
children until they reach the age of ten or twelve, but that then
their intelligence seems to stand still, as if it had reached the
highest point of development nature has intended for it.
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[Liberation of Slaves]
As to obtaining voluntary work from negroes in hot

climes, my conviction is that it is almost impracticable,
and that in the present state of affairs a proclamation of
freedom, supposing that it might be constitutionally pos-
sible, and putting aside the inevitable political conse-
quences, would bring about the ruin of the American
Union, and consequently the loss of civilization in Amer-
ica. Besides, everybody will admit that the only way
of carrying out justly a measure of this sort, would
be to indemnify the planters for the loss of their only
property, but the number of slaves in the Union is two
million five hundred thousand, who on the average are
worth two thousand francs each. In truth it seems that
the only way of redeeming the black slaves would be to
sell the white population at auction.

Some philanthropic Americans have sought to estab-
lish at the Cape of the Palms on the Guinea coast a col-
ony of freed slaves, and have given it the name of Li-
beria; the reports concerning the condition of this set-
tlement are very contradictory, but in any case one can-
not refrain from justifying the honorable intentions of
those who have conceived the plan and who have made
great pecuniary sacrifices in order to carry it out; un-
fortunately the two or three hundred persons taken each
year to Africa at the expense of the society may very
well furnish interesting observations to philosophers,
but according to me, due to the insufficiency of their
resources they will never attain the aims that were pro-
posed. Besides, the resistance evidenced on the part
of the negroes themselves seems to me an insurmount-
able obstacle to success.

After all, if any particular State of the Union, for
the federal government cannot in any way intervene in
questions of this sort, if any State, I say, should decide
to bring about the liberation of its slaves, this act ought
to be carried out in a thoughtful and circumspect manner,
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and the following plan might perhaps facilitate its execu-
tion.

The government might name a certain number of
public officials whose principal duty would be to esti-
mate the value of each slave according to the market
price. This value would be recorded in registers kept
for that purpose, and the masters would be obliged, un-
der penalty of a heavy fine, to have made out in the same
manner the estimated value of all their slaves. Sunday
should be considered, as it already is, as belonging to the
slave without his master being able to make him work ;
the number of days being thus reduced to six, I should
wish that the slave, as soon as he has amassed a sufficient
sum to buy another day might, by appealing to the public
official in question, oblige his master to sell it to him. He
would then have two days of the week for himself which
would make it easy for him to buy a third day and so on
until he should be entirely free, and this proceeding would
not cost the state or his master anything. This plan
would have the immense advantage of accustoming the
slave to work, before giving him the precious gift of lib-
erty, in a word in order to obtain it he would have to
deserve it.

This is not the place for entering into a discussion
of this system; I am pleased to submit it to those who
are called to solve the great political problem of slavery.

Nothing proves better the moral degradation of the
negro than the joy and content he shows in the state of
slavery. Draw near to a plantation, and the noisy out-
bursts of laughter that you will hear there will make you
forget the overseer who goes about provided with his
huge whip; then come the rest days, and all the miseries
of the week are forgotten in the wildest dances and the
most ridiculous capers ; the orchestra is provided with
a sort of mandolin made of a gourd, and a horse’s jaw
bone, the teeth of which are scraped with a hollow stick.
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[The Seminoles]
It remains for us to speak of the Indians known as

Seminoles, who still inhabit this country, and who, al-
though reduced to a rather small number by a long war
of extermination, have found a way until now not only
of defending their independence as savages, but even of
keeping all the country on the alert by the ravages of
their war parties, committing murders up to the gates
of Tallahassee and St. Augustine.

At the time of the discovery of the country by the
Spaniards, Florida was inhabited by tribes called Yam-
esses, Polarches [Apalachesl and Kaloosas. These peo-
ple were, about a hundred years ago, entirely overthrown
by a part of the Muscogis or Creeks, who, leaving their
native lands came to settle in Florida. They received
from other Indians the name of Seminoles, which means
refugees. Soon they became a powerful and warlike tribe
that continued to add to its numbers from the malcon-
tents of other tribes.

The Muscogis themselves probably come from Mex-
ico (isthmus of Panama), for the old men often told me
that formerly their fathers dwelt in a mountainous coun-
try from the heights of which they could see two seas.
Not wishing to yield to the Spaniards, they came and set-
tled on the banks of the Mississippi, from where they
were again driven by the French settlements.

The Yamesses were, they say, very dark in color,
and some people think that the tribe of Ocklewahaws is
made up of their descendants; however, the most com-
mon opinion is that they have been entirely massacred.
Bartram tells, that according to Indian traditions, the
great swamp of Okefenoke was inhabited by extremely
beautiful beings, whom the Seminoles call daughters of
the sun, and this author thinks that some unhappy rem-
nants of the tribe of the Yamesses may have sought
refuge in that inaccessible place, and that appearing from
time to time, they have aroused superstitious ideas; how-
ever, recently (December, 1838) the American troops
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commanded by General Floyd penetrated this swamp,
and did not find any trace of inhabitants. According to
the report of the Spaniards, the Indian population of
Florida was formerly as dense as that of Mexico, and it
is known that the powerful tribe of the Shawnees also
comes from that region. We shall not dwell more at
length on the history of the Seminoles, but we shall mere-
ly say that this warlike tribe after having always fought
successfully against the Spaniards and the English, has
likewise been able to resist until now all the efforts that
the Americans have made to send them beyond the Mis-
sissippi, and that today, after several years of a war of
extermination, the unfortunate remnants of this famous
tribe, dispersed and without chiefs, prefer to live naked
in the woods, hunted like wild beasts, and having no other
nourishment than mandioca and wild fruit, rather than
leave the bones of their parents. Nevertheless, if we can-
not deny a sight of pity for this heroic race, let us avoid
thinking that the fanciful dreams of some pretended phi-
losophers regarding savage man are realized more here
than elsewhere, for the Seminole, aside from the noble
qualities that we have recognized in him, is an untrust-
worthy savage, pleased only by blood, for whom the cries
of the unhappy victim fastened to a stake are sweet
music. Like other savages he has no pity at all, and the
scalp of a girl is for him a trophy as glorious as that of a
warrior.

As among all savages, it is to be noted that the pains
of childbirth are almost lacking, if one compares them
with what women of civilized nations feel. A few hours
afterward the Seminole woman walks, and the next day
she resumes the hard work imposed on her sex. The
child, with bandages binding it to a board, and with glass
beads on it, is held on her back by two straps. When she
works in the field, she hangs it thus on the branch of a
tree. The children are brought up in a very kindly way,
and early assume independent habits; until the age of
ten or even twelve, boys and girls remain naked, but be-
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fore that age the boys already have warlike ideas, and
they pretend to scorn the women. They spend all their

 time testing their skill shooting with a bow and arrow.
A few years later they join a war party and if they re-
turn with the scalp of an enemy they are considered as
citizens of the tribe. A warrior’s occupations consist in
hunting and fighting, all the rest is left to the women.
The Seminole warrior is brave and proud. When Gen-
eral Jackson had overpowered the Mikasouki Indians,
their principal chief Neomathla came to him and said:
“You are a great warrior but those who preceeded you
were only old women ; you are a great warrior, torture
me to death, for if you were my prisoner, I should like
to see how courageous you are.” When he learned that
they not only left him alive but besides granted him lands,
he cried: “Take me far, very far away, for not being
able to fight the whites any longer, whom I hate, I wish
 at least to see them no longer.” He still lives in
 Arkansas.       

We have just spoken of the Mikasoukis; they were
republicans and their name means without hereditary
chiefs.

The Seminoles, like other southern Indians, have
black slaves who share the farm work with their women,
that is to say the care of a few small fields of corn; they
generally treat them in a kindly way, and let them do
what they please, provided a harvest is gathered. Those
negroes live generally in little villages beside those of
their masters; they are dressed and fed like them, and
go with them to war in which they usually make them-
selves famous for their cruelty, even among savages.
The latter seem however to have carried that terrible
sin to the last degree. I once saw a farm that had been
attacked the preceding night by the Indians; two men
had been killed with weapons in their hands, their bodies
mutilated and their scalps taken, a woman had been
 burned alive, then cut up into pieces, and two children
had been roasted alive; around the fire were still to be
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seen moist traces of blood left by the feet of the savages
who had danced around those unfortunate victims, laugh-
ing at their terrible sufferings. We learned afterwards
that the woman was killed only after being forced to see
her children tortured before her eyes. What refined
cruelty! It reminds one of the inquisition, but here at
least these are idolatrous savages!

However, these Indians, so barbarous in war time,
have severe laws to protect human life, and form a singu-
lar contrast with the corruption and unrestrained pas-
sions of the whites who are their neighbors. Adultery
is punished by cutting off one’s nose and ears, and an
old chief who had been treated in that way, admitting
to me the cause of the scars which disfigured him, added:
“It is the law, it is all right.”

Homicide is punished by death even when it is un-
intentional. A few days before I reached the villages on
the Apalachicola River, two young men, close friends
from their childhood, having gone hunting together, one
of them had the misfortune to accidentally kill the other ;
the guilty man came before a council of the chiefs and
a death sentence was decreed. When taken to his home
the unfortunate young man divided the little that he pos-
sessed among his wife and children, then kneeling down
with bowed head he received from the nearest relative
of the dead man a blow with a club that crushed his
skull. Being intoxicated or being a chief never saves a
guilty man.

Their language is very similar to that of the Creeks
of which it is merely a dialect.

The principal amusements of the Seminoles are danc-
ing and ball games; their war dance resembles that of
other tribes. They have also pig, deer, alligator and
opossum dances, etc., etc., in which they imitate the cries
and motions of those different animals. The most re-
markable of these dances is the green corn dance, a kind
of offering of the first fruits of their harvests which they
make to an unknown divinity, and which recalls similar
customs among ancient peoples.
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When they dance they often accompany themselves
with small drums, and fasten shells to their feet and
knees that hit together at every motion, and make the
sound of castanets. For a ball game they generally have
twenty-five to fifty on each side; they are naked with a
piece of cloth around their loins ; their bodies are painted
and they put feathers in their hair. They often prepare
themselves for this exercise by fasting and sometimes
they cut their arms and legs with a knife to bleed them-
selves, and, they say, to lose weight. Then a leader
throws the ball between the two groups and the side that
has thrown the ball first for twelve times is considered
to have won. They must never touch the ball with their
hands but catch it skillfully with two little sticks. They
play this game very vigorously, and it rarely ends with-
out serious wounds being received.

It is very unusual for women to be admitted to men’s
dances; however, sometimes all the persons of both sexes
gather in two lines facing each other, then hand in hand
they come forward and move backward singing a solemn
monotonous air.

The old men are generally very respected as well as
the chiefs; among the latter some are hereditary, and
others are chosen for their courage in war. The first
mentioned generally have more influence than the others.

The Seminoles do not bury their dead, but in general
leave them on the ground in the woods, covering them
with vines and branches so that wild animals cannot get
to them. The relatives and friends of the dead person
come regularly during several years, to cut the grass
around so that the fires which are often started in the
forests cannot burn them. Sometimes too, they put their
dead in the trunks of old trees, often very high up.

The cabins are generally made of branches covered
with palm leaves or pine bark. The one destined for the
council is almost always large. Their villages are per-
manent. Their canoes are made of bark or of tree trunks
hollowed out; the latter are so narrow that a man can
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scarcely sit down in one and the slightest movement is
enough to tip one over.

The Seminole women as well as those of the other
Muscogis are physically more attractive than most other
Indian women. Some chief’s daughters owning slaves,
and spending their lives lying carelessly on mats, may
even be considered pretty. They are marriagable at
twelve or thirteen, and at twenty-five may be considered
as in the decline of life. Their garb consists of a long
cloth dress embroidered with little pearls and spangles,
of richly ornamented leather moccasins, and a piece of
cloth which they wrap around their bodies and with which
they cover their heads.

The men ordinarily wear a hunting shirt made of
cloth or of deer skin, long leather stockings, moccasins,
and they sometimes wrap a cloak around themselves.
They wear red handkerchiefs on their heads. They al-
ways carry a scalping knife and a long rifle. When they
are at war they generally go naked with painted bodies;
they then often use bows with poisoned arrows, and al-
ways carry tomahawks in their hands; sometimes they
make shields of alligator skin that are bullet proof; usual-
ly they shave their heads, keeping only the characteristic
tuft of hair. They tell that in a fight, an old white man
having been wounded, a savage rushed up to scalp him
but since he wore a wig, the desired scalp remained in 
the victor’s hand, who after the first moment of surprise
threw it down disdainfully on the poor wounded man
whom he left without finishing him, crying : “The cow-
ard has cut off his scalp ahead of time.” Besides scalp-
ing is not always fatal; I have seen in Washington an
officer who had experienced it, but I believe that his
health always suffered from it.

I hope that I may be allowed to introduce here the
following anecdote which will give an idea of Indian
character.

When I was in Tallahassee I had the opportunity to
see a man who had been the keeper of a lighthouse on
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Florida Cape before the war. He told me of the follow-
ing way he almost miraculously escaped in an Indian at-
tack, and his story was confirmed by several trustworthy
people. The night when he was attacked by the savages
he was alone with a single black slave. On hearing the
war cry resound in the woods they closed the door tightly
and defended themselves for a long time through an em-
brasure, but the Indians set fire to the tower which was
made entirely of wood; they then climbed the stairs as
the fire caught up with them and continued to shoot
through the openings at the group of savages. Finally
seeing that they had no hope of escape, they decided to
blow themselves up so as to escape the terrible tortures
with which the besiegers threatened them, and for this
purpose they threw into the flames below them a barrel
of powder that was in their possession, but contrary to
their expectation it only blew up the stairway, and it left
them thus hanging about a hundred feet up in the air,
and entirely separated from their enemies. The savages
then climbed the nearby trees to continue the fusillade,
and the negro soon fell pierced by a bullet ; the white man
in despair and having no more powder seized the negro’s
body and hurled it at the Indians several of whom he
crushed. But at every moment the heat became more
and more intolerable and the beams were so hot that,
forced to cling to one of them, he swung his feet so as to
find relief for his suffering by making the air circulate
around, but the Indians took advantage of this circum-
stance and sent a bullet through each foot. The whole
night passed in this way and he was forced to drink
his own blood and the water in the blisters formed on
his feet. He found it, he told me, delicious. The next
morning the Indians no longer being able to reach him
and considering his death certain, went away and the   
poor fellow stretched out to die; then by a special favor
of providence a boat from which they had heard the
fusillade from a distance drew near the coast and curi-
osity made some sailors come to shore. Not seeing any-
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one alive they were about to leave when the poor fellow
hearing them gathered together all his remaining
strength and with his shirt waved to them so that they
finally noticed him. They tried to help him, but how
could they reach him? At first they tried to get a rope
to the top of the tower by means of a kite, but since they
did not succeed in this way they put an iron rod in a gun
and fastened a rope to it, and after several fruitless trials
they succeeded in establishing communication with the
top of the tower, but the poor fellow was too weak to
make use of it, and in despair he fell back on his wretched
support; then a sailor took courage and climbed along
that slight support. He succeeded in accomplishing his
purpose and fastening the poor wounded man to his
shoulders he came down again in the midst of the ap-
plause of all his comrades.

I have related this anecdote merely to show to what
dangers those who settle among the Indians of these re-
gions are exposed. Although I do not wish to give de-
tails about the Seminole war, I think I ought to say a few
words about some of the chiefs who have become famous
in it, and whose names have become well known in the
United States.

Micanape is the supreme hereditary chief of the tribe.
In his youth his name was Sint Chakke but at the death
of his brother he took the title that we have mentioned
and which means heir of the chief. He is an old man ;
through treachery he fell into the hands of the Ameri-
cans, and he has been sent west of the Mississippi.

Osceola, called Powell by the whites, is the most
famous of the Seminole chiefs. His mother was Indian
but it seems certain that his father was white. At the
beginning of the war he was a chief of but little im-
portance, but he protested vigorously against the treaty
by which a part of the tribe consented to go to Arkansas,
and in a moment of great fury he killed the most influ-
ential among the leading officers. His courage and sav-
agery having soon singled him out, he was, in 1835, made
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chief of the Mikasouki warriors. He appeared several
times at the head of five hundred warriors; finally in
1837 he fell into the hands of the whites through treach-
ery, and was taken to Charlestown where he was impris-
oned in Fort Moultrie on Sullivan Island ; he soon died
there of grief, and one may see on the shore the tomb of
this warrior as bold as he was savage, who on several
occasions displayed extraordinary genius, and who, if
he had been sent beyond the Mississippi would have, it is
thought, conceived the idea of uniting all the tribes of
those distant regions to come at the head of a hundred
thousand warriors to carry tomahawk and flames among
the whites. At the time of his death he was about thirty
years old.

Otemathla, called by the whites Jumper, is the broth-
er-in-law of Micanope; he is of the warlike tribe of Mika-
soukis. He is the great council chief.

Yobly or Abraham is a negro who was a slave of
Micanope, but who is today a distinguished chief; he is
very intelligent, cruel, brave, and may be about forty
years  old.                           

Tiger-Tail is today one of the principal chiefs of the
hostile Seminoles. He was for a long time a friend of
the whites, but having been abused by them he is today
their most pitiless enemy.

Wild-Cat ordinarily leads the war parties that rav-
age Middle Florida.

Conchattemico and Emachilochustern. (John Walker)
were the chiefs of the peaceable Indian villages on the
Apalachicola River, but in 1839 they were obliged to
abandon their lands for a meager compensation and they
were sent away to the wilds of Arkansas.

The Indians remaining in Florida are to be divided
into two principal groups : first those rightly called Sem-
inoles, and second, the lower Creeks. The first mentioned
are divided into seven tribes : Latchions, Topkclakes,
Fatehougahas, Tallahassees, Pyaclekahas, Chokehuittas,
and Ockleouachas. The second group is divided into six
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tribes : Mikasoukis, Echitos, Souhaines, Santafe’s, and
Redsticks. There are also, they say, some remnants of
the old tribes of Cahauitas, Outchis, Chias, Canaaches,
who, former enemies of the Seminoles, are today united
with them.

Until the beginning of the war they had estimated
the number of the Indians much below their real number.
According to an official report of John Bell, Indian
agent, addressed to Congress in 1821, their principal vil-
lages were the following: *

1st. Red Town on Tampa Bay, unknown number of
inhabitants.

2d: Oclakonayahe, above Tampa Bay, sizeable popu-
lation.

3d. Oponay, back of Tampa Bay.
4th. Totstalahhoetska, to the west of Tampa Bay.
5th. Ahapopka, on the Mosquito River.
6th. Lowwalta, governed by the prophet Francis.
7th. Village of Macquan, on the east shore of Tampa

Bay.    
8th. Alackawaytalofa, sizeable population, situated

on the plains of Alachawa.
9th. Santafetalofa, on the east branch of the Su-

wanee.
10th. Wawkasaw, east of the mouth of the Suwanee.
11th. Old town of Suwanee, burned in 1818.
12th. Alapahatalofa, west of the Suwanee.
13th. Wacissatalofa, at the beginning of the St.

Marks (St. Marie) river.
14th. Willanouchatalofa, near the preceding.
15th. Tallahassee, near Lake Mikasouky about 1,000

inhabitants.
16th. Topkegalga, near the preceding on the Ocklock-

ney.
17th. Wethoecuchytalofa, between the St. Marks and

the Ocklockney.
*Cf. Am. State Papers, Indian Affairs, v. ii, 413. Neamothla to
Gen. Jackson. Sept. 19, 1821.
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18th. Ochucesulga, governed by Chief Blunt, 350 in-
habitants.

19th. Choconickla, west of Apalachicola, about 60
warriors.

20th. Tophugar, near the preceding.
21st. Tocktoethla, ten miles from the forks of the

Chattahatchie, about fifty warriors.
22d. Ochupograssa, on the point of East Florida,

about thirty warriors but many women and children.
23d. Pelaclakaha, living on the Miacanpe, forty

leagues south of the Alachua.
24th. Chukuchatta, about seven leagues from Tampa

Bay.
25th. Hichapulsusse, seven leagues from the pre

ceding.
26th. The Big Hammock, north of Tampa Bay.
27th. Oclawahaw, west of the St. John’s River.
28th. Villages of Mulatto girls, south of Lake Casca-

willa.
29th. Buckerwomanstown, near Long-Secamp.
30th. Leifah, south of the Alachua.
31st. Village of negroes on the Alachua, about 300

inhabitants.
32d. Hickstown, today occupied by a town of whites.
33d. Village on the big swamp Okefanoke.
34th. Beech Settlement, governed by Chief Uche-

billy.
35th. Spring Garden, above Lake George.
36th. Village south of Tampa.
Most of these villages have been destroyed by the

whites since the beginning of the war, but the southern
part of the peninsula never yet having been explored,
must certainly contain many villages still unknown. It
is estimated that since the beginning of hostilities they
have succeeded, in one way or another, in capturing or
killing about 2,500 savages, and it is estimated that this
Indian war has cost 20 million dollars (about 106 million
francs) which amounts to a cost of more than 40,000
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francs for each Indian seized. It can easily be imagined
that it is impossible to form an idea of the exact number
of Indians who today inhabit Florida since their war
parties are still wandering over almost all the territory,
and, since they sometimes appear together in bands of
several hundred, it is probable that the Indian popula-
tion of this region is from three to five thousand, and if
it is impossible to know how long this war of extermina-
tion is destined to endure, it is still easy to foresee that
it will end by the entire extinction of a race which for
more than three and a half centuries has been fighting
for its freedom, and which under the different govern-
ments, Spanish, English and American, has succeeded
in maintaining to this day its native independence. How-
ever frightful the cruelty of this barbarous race may
be, one cannot help feeling sorry for those poor savages,
but it is in the nature of things that the red race is to be
blotted out before the all powerful breath of civilization.

(The next issue of the QUARTERLY will include the other descrip-
tive material relating to Florida by the same author mentioned in the
introductory note. This also will be translated by Dr. Seymour.)



FLAGLER’S ASSOCIATES IN EAST FLORIDA
DEVELOPMENTS

by SIDNEY  WALTER  MARTIN

Financially, the Florida East Coast developments
during the period 1885-1912, were the results of the ef-
forts of one man, Henry M. Flagler. He spent an esti-
mated fifty million dollars in Florida and received help
from no outside source. However, to carry through his
program, Flagler necessarily gathered about him a very
able group of associates who should be given much credit
for his accomplishments. Among this group were men
who were to become life-long friends of the millionaire
after years of close association. Flagler was a good
judge of men, and therefore delegated responsibility to
all of his associates in such a way as to achieve the max-
imum of efficiency in his undertakings. Above all else,
Flagler’s associates respected him and believed in him.

DR. ANDREW ANDERSON

Of Flagler’s colleagues who contributed to the East
Coast developments, certainly no one is due more credit
than Andrew Anderson of St. Augustine. The two men
became acquainted in 1883, when Flagler made his first
trip to Florida. In 1885 Flagler was in St. Augustine,
and visited in Anderson’s home. The story goes that
Anderson was the one who actually interested Flagler in
spending so large a sum of money for developments in
that town.

Andrew Anderson was a native of St. Augustine,
having been born there on March 13, 1839, when Florida
was still a United States territory. 1 His parents, Andrew
Anderson and Clarissa Cochran Anderson, were New
Englanders by birth, but had moved to St. Augustine in
the early eighteen thirties. The younger Anderson fol-
lowed in his father’s footsteps and became a doctor, hav-
ing graduated from Princeton University in 1861, and
the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York City,
1. Mrs. Clarissa Anderson Dimick to the author, February 28, 1946.

256
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in 1865. He never thought of practicing his profession
in any other place than St. Augustine, and from 1865
until his death in 1924, he was one of the foremost doc-
tors in the State, and a highly respected man as well as
a skilled physician. He was active in all local movements
and developments, and doubtless was influenced at first
to become intimate with Flagler because he realized that
the Standard Oil magnate had the power and the money
to do great things for St. Augustine.

Dr. Anderson was never officially connected with
any of the Flagler enterprises; however, most people
considered him as the millionaire’s personal representa-
tive in St. Augustine. St. Augustinians saw and could
say that it was Anderson who made most of the local
arrangements for the building of the Ponce de Leon
Hotel. Furthermore, the land on which the hotel was
erected had been part of the Anderson estate, before it
was purchased by Flagler in May, 1885. Throughout
the summer of 1885, while Flagler remained in New York,
Anderson bought other property, cleared titles, and made
various preparations that were necessary to begin the
construction. 2

Flagler quite often visited in the Anderson home,
and became fond of Mrs. Anderson and the two children,
as well as the doctor. The Andersons returned Flagler’s
visits frequently, never declining an invitation to his sum-
mer home at Mamaroneck, New York. While there Flag-
ler occasionally entertained Anderson on yachting par-
ties, and though the doctor was not too fond of this kind
of sport, he usually went wherever his friend asked him
to go.

The two men carried on a continual correspondence.
During the summer of 1885, when preparations for the
Ponce de Leon Hotel were being made, very few days
passed without Dr. Anderson’s writing a lengthy letter
to Flagler, who was in New York, concerning the progress
of the work. 3 Each letter was always answered. They
2. Henry M. Flagler diary, May through October, 1885.
3. Anderson-Flagler correspondence, June through September, 1885.
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saw much of each other during the next ten years, dur-
ing which time they grew more intimate, and their cor-
respondence became much more personal. Flagler de-
pended heavily on Dr. Anderson for advice and counsel
in personal matters as well as business affairs. Flagler
was an extremely sensitive and temperamental man, and
there were problems Anderson could face more realisti-
cally than could his millionaire friend, and he shouldered
as many of Flagler’s burdens as he could. During the
eighteen nineties, Anderson perhaps bolstered Flagler’s
morale more than at any other time. In 1896, his wife,
Alice Flagler, became insane, and there followed a de-
pressed period in her husband’s life. The shock of her
condition was severe, and Anderson and his family be-
came a great source of comfort for their friend. Flagler
wrote the following to Anderson on November 3, 1896,
from his suite in the Manhattan Hotel, in New York:

The year last past has taught me the truth
of a remark that you once made, “Living one’s
misfortunes down is a terribly slow and painful
process.” I am learning this lesson by a slow

  and painful experience and I often feel that I
should break down if it were not for the mes-
sages of love and comfort you so generously send
me. I receive similar ones from others but none

  touch my heart as yours do. 4

In the same letter Flagler told Dr. Anderson how
anxious he was to come South and how much he needed
the friendly advice and comfort he could find only in the
Anderson home. He complained that everything in New
York worried and depressed him but he knew the atmos-
phere in St. Augustine would improve him greatly. Flag-
ler started all of his letters with “Dear Dr. Anderson,”
and ended them with “dearest love to you and yours,”
or “we all send our love to you and yours.”
4. Henry M. Flagler to Andrew Anderson, November 3, 1896.
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Dr. Anderson came to Flagler’s defense in 1901 when
he divorced his second wife on grounds of insanity. Anti-
Flagler sentiment in Florida reached a peak at that time.
In the spring of 1901 frequent news items in the St.
Augustine Evening Record and The Tatler told of Flag-
ler’s visits to the Anderson home. One is led to believe
that these conferences were strictly personal for at the
time the East Coast developments were at a standstill.
Both men realized that Flagler would be subjected to
much criticism when his impending divorce and forth-
coming marriage to Mary Lily Kenan became known.

After this marriage his first letter was to Dr. An-
derson, written from Mamaroneck, and in it the aging
bridegroom told of his happiness over the receipt of hun-
dreds of telegrams and letters of congratulations; but,
he continued, “the one I cherish most dearly is the mes-
sage from the Andersons.” 5 Outwardly, the Andersons
were just as fond of the third Mrs. Flagler as they were
of his second wife. If they were not, they never revealed
the secret to anyone, because they were glad to know that
Mary Lily Kenan had made their friend happy again.
The older Flagler and Anderson grew the more steadfast
their friendship became. Not one misunderstanding nor
any hard feelings are known. Their temperaments were
different but fitted each other nevertheless. Only the
death of Flagler in 1923 brought to a close this friend-
ship which was based on a common understanding and
mutual respect.

Joseph R. Parrott
Another man on whom Flagler depended heavily in

Florida was Joseph R. Parrott. Whereas Andrew Ander-
son was his closest personal friend, Parrott became per-
haps his closest business associate. A native of Oxford,
Maine, Parrott became interested in the South through
his association with Georgia-born, S. Price Gilbert, one
of his classmates at Yale. Parrott entered the Yale law
school in 1883, graduating in 1885. He was very popular
5.  Flagler to Anderson, August 29, 1901.
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and won recognition both in scholarship and athletics.
He was a member of the varsity crew and though usually
a little over weight, he was very athletically inclined.
During his years at Yale he heard his Georgia friend,
Gilbert, comment most fondly and favorably upon the
South, particularly Georgia. Parrott was soon capti-
vated by these stories and before he graduated he made
several attempts to find legal connections in Atlanta, but
was unsuccessful. Gilbert had made his connections be-
fore he entered Yale, and was therefore in no position
to extend Parrott an invitation to join him in a law part-
nership in the Georgia capital. 6

“Polly” Parrott, as he was affectionately called, did
not give up the idea of coming South, and with the help
of Gilbert carefully studied the possibilities of the legal
profession in several southern towns. Jacksonville was
the final selection, mainly because of Duncan U. Fletch-
er, a young lawyer who lived there, whom Gilbert had
known in undergraduate school at Vanderbilt University.
After all, Jacksonville sounded as good as Atlanta to
Parrott - he was mainly interested in coming South. The
young lawyer arrived in Jacksonville in June, 1885, with
very little more in his pocket than a letter of introduc-
tion which Gilbert had given him to Duncan Fletcher.

Parrott gave early evidence of distinguishing himself
in the law profession. His first experience with railroads
came after he had practiced law for a short time when
he was retained as attorney for the Jacksonville, Tampa,
and Key West Railroad. Shortly afterwards the rail-
road became bankrupt and Parrot was appointed one of
the receivers, doing an exceptionally good job in view
of the fact the road was in such bad financial shape. In
the early eighteen nineties he attracted Flagler’s atten-
tion with his keen legal mind, his aggressiveness, and his
ability to get things accomplished. Within a short time
he was asked to join the Flagler enterprises as a lawyer. 7

6. S. Price Gilbert to author, October 2, 1945.
7. William R. Kenan, Jr., “Inciclents by the Way,” (St. Augustine

Record, 1945), 73.
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For many years Parrott served as the head of Flag-
ler's legal department. He became one of Flagler's right
hand men and as time passed he was given more and more
authority. In 1899, he became a sort of executive officer
for Flagler with the title of general manager, being given
the responsibility of all the developments which were
then under way. In this position he proved that he had
no match as a master of detail. His executive ability was
in a great measure responsible for the success of the East
Coast undertakings. 8

In a few years, Parrott was promoted to the vice-
presidency ; and then in 1909, when Flagler gave up the
presidency of all of his enterprises and became chairman
of the board, the presidential mantle fell upon the shoul-
ders of Parrott. It was he, more than anyone else, who
pushed the work on the overseas extension to a success-
ful completion. Like Flagler, he knew no such word as
failure. When Flagler died in 1913, Parrott remained as
president of all the corporations and was at the same
time made one of the three trustees of the estate. The
Flagler-Parrott combination was a perfect functioning
team, working as harmoniously as any two men could.
Parrott’s death came less than a year after that of his
partner. 9

James E. Ingraham
Another interesting friendship resulted from the

business associations of Flagler and James E. Ingraham.
Ingraham was born in 1850 at Dartford, Wisconsin, and
lived for a while in St. Louis before coming to Florida.
In 1874 he became associated with Henry S. Sanford,
and then with Henry B. Plant, Florida West Coast de-
veloper. In 1892 he was employed by Flagler as a gen-
eral agent and served in that capacity until 1897. From
1897 to 1899 he acted as land commissioner for the Flor-
ida East Coast Railway, later becoming president of the
Model Land Company on its organization. He also served
8. Florida Times-Union, January 23, 1912.
9. Conversation with William R. Kenan, Jr.
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as president of several other small land companies or-
ganized by Flagler, and after 1909 was vice-president of
all the Flagler enterprises, serving under Joseph R.
Parrott. 10

Flagler had much confidence in Ingraham’s ability,
and Ingraham warranted all of the trust that was placed
in him. His greatest contribution to the Flagler System
was the work he carried on as president of the Model
Land Company. He advertised East Florida all over
the nation, to sections of the country where relatively
little was known about its possibilities. After telling
people outside of the state what Florida had to offer, he
then sold land to new comers at prices which the average
man was able to pay. Many Florida towns grew up along
the East Coast as a result of Ingraham’s efforts.

William R. Kenan, Jr.
William R. Kenan, Jr.. was another close associate

of Henry M. Flagler and was the youngest of his lieu-
tenants. Kenan, a native of North Carolina, graduated
from the State University in the class of 1894. He was
an outstanding scholar and athlete and later taught
school and coached football. Though his training was
not entirely in that field, he had always been interested
in engineering. He held positions at various times with
the General Electric Company in North Carolina and
with several other manufacturing firms in the North. He
became acquainted with Flagler in 1899 and within a
few years was given a high position in the Flagler Sys-
tem. In the meantime his sister, Mary Lily Kenan, had
become Flagler’s third wife. 11 He has been president
of the Flagler System for many years.

William H. Beardsley
William H. Beardsley was another of Flagler’s lieu-

tenants, having joined the firm soon after Flagler started
10. H. G. Cutler, History of Florida, Past and Present (Lewis Publish-

ing company, 1923), III, 370.
11. William R. Kenan, Jr., “Incidents by the Way,” 20-50.
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his developments in Florida. 12 He was placed in charge
of Flagler's finances, becoming the official disburser of
money. He was made a vice-president, and when Joseph
R. Parrott died in 1914, Beardsley was elevated to the
presidency. Of all of Flagler’s associates Beardsley was
with his chief longer than any of the other men.

Beckwith, Meredith and Krome
Another long-time associate of Flagler was J. P.

Beckwith. 13 He joined Flagler’s official family in 1893,
and first served as a traffic officer. Later he was made
a vice-president in charge of the traffic and operations
of the Florida East Coast Railway. Others who served
over a number of years with Flagler included J. C. Mere-
dith and William J. Krome. Meredith was the chief en-
gineer on the overseas construction project. He died in
1909 and his work was finished by Krome. 14 But the
Key West extension is a story in itself which must be told
at length elsewhere, with that of Meredith and Krome.

Henry M. Flagler always chose men for his key po-
sitions who were much younger than himself. James E.
Ingraham was the oldest, and he was twenty years
younger than Flagler. When chosen for their respective
jobs, none of Flagler’s associates had reached their
prime. Each was beginning to rise in his profession or
occupation, and each was closely studied before the se-
lection was made. It was a mark of success to be chosen
by Flagler for one of his key positions. They were well
paid, but he knew they deserved it, and it was wise be-
cause his developments could not be carried on by any
but the best. Each possessed a strong character, a good
mind, and an aggressive spirit. Each had confidence in
his own ability, and as a group they were all optimistic
over each undertaking. They were men who looked. for-
ward, because they were inspired to do so by their leader.
Just as Flagler felt that he would not fail, his lieutenants
felt, also, that they would not fail.
12. Palm Beach Daily News, January 18, 1902.
13. H. G. Cutler, History of Florida, I, 72.
14. Florida Times-Union, January 23, 1912.



TEQUESTA 1947
Tequesta: The Journal of the Historical Association

of Southern. Florida, 1947, Number Seven, has appeared
since the last issue of our QUARTERLY. This is published
annually by that Association and the University of Miami
as a bulletin of the University. The present number, as
was the last, was edited by Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau,
Head of the Department of History of the University.

As in the past, it contains several articles of much
historical interest relating to that region. The leading
article, about one-half of the issue, is “The Ingraham
Everglades Exploring Expedition, 1892,” edited with
notes by Watt P. Marchman. This is the first publica-
tion of the journal of the expedition, kept by Wallace R.
Moses, who acted as “secretary” of the party. It is a
day to day account of the progress made, with a descrip-
tion of the region traversed, and the numerous hardships
and difficulties overcome.

Not since the Seminole War of 1835-42 had the Ever-
glades been crossed, and what the United States Army
learned then about the country had been largely for-
gotten, hence this was virtually virgin exploration.

There is no doubt that Henry B. Plant fathered the
expedition, and that he may have had the development
of part of the region in mind-possibly a railroad across
the Everglades south of Lake Okeechobee.

The party of twenty-two men under the leadership
of James E. Ingraham, President of the South Florida
Railroad Company, of the Plant System, left Ft. Myers
on March 16, 1892; with many residents predicting fail-
ure at crossing the Everglades. Two days later, states
the Journal, they “crossed the old U. S. government 
causeway constructed about 1835 across the Okaloacooa-
che Slough and the Big Cypress Swamp . . . The prairie
beyond is said to be to the finest cattle range in the State.
We saw a number of cattle apparently in fine order . . . "

The Journal continues : “The country appears to
have been cleaned up of game so it is not surprising that
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apparently the Indians have deserted it . . . We pitched
our tents on the site of old Ft. Shackleford . . .

“March 19. Found an Indian camp occupied by a
squaw with three grandchildren, 2 or 3 dogs and a lot of
chickens. She graciously received the party and gave
them such information as possible to understand. Her
stock of English being apparently quite limited. The
children were noticeable for their dignity and reserve
. . . They were fat and healthy . . . Upon being questioned
as to the distance to Miami she replied 100 miles and that
an Indian could go from Shackleford to Miami in 4 days,
and accompanied with a chuckle, that it would take a
white man 10 days . . . Mr. George Hendry estimated the
total number of Indians in this section of the State not
to exceed 60 or 75, and not over 250 to 300 in the whole
State.

“March 20 . . . Found several Indian villages . . .
saw lemons and guavas of two or three varieties, one of
which was unknown to Mr. Chase [S. O. Chase] . . . Old
squaw sang for us, scarcely melodious. Her compensa-
tion was two quarts of corn.

“Left Ft. Shackleford March 21. Is a pine island
with perhaps half a dozen pine trees upon it and the only
dry camping place for some distance. The surrounding
country is prairie willow islands, small cypresses, etc.,
and considerable water but shallow . . . We left the Boat
Landing with two wooden skiffs and two canvas boats
all well loaded and waded about 1 1/2 miles into the Ever-
glades.

“The surveyors began chaining and leveling at
Shackleford this morning. . . Snakes were conspicuous by
their absence, but one or two being seen by anyone . . .
Water covered the surface to the average depth of .5 of
a foot. . . The current is very sluggish, but as far as ob-
servation goes, flows in a southernly direction.

“March 22. All hands up before day and the routine
began . . . stakes were marked and driven every 1,000 feet
. . . An Indian approached on foot accompanied by three
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dogs. . . and said ‘Good morning’, he agreed to go with us
today for a consideration. Said ‘Wait, will get canoe’
soon returned with a fine cypress canoe. Three got into
the boat, seated themselves in the bottom, and Billy the
Indian stood upon the stern and poled, and pushed when
the water was too shallow for poling . . . We lunched,
the Indian joining us on invitation and conducting him-
self very politely . . . Made 5 miles in all today through
some of the worse bog imaginable, all tired out but cheer-
ful . . .

“If this country could be drained, a vast expanse of
arable land could be opened for development. It seems
rich and could be easily cultivated once the water were
permanently removed . . .

March 23. Up to last night we made approximately
14.7 miles from Ft. Shackleford, which is better than an-
ticipated. In order to get to the island and secure a dry
sleeping place we were obliged to leave our boats behind,
packing food and bedding on our backs. Made about 7   
miles today, though we travelled considerably more than
that distance, meandering the water courses and keeping
the surveyors in sight as much as possible. This island
has a very tropical growth and is the richest yet visited.
It is perhaps one acre in extent and, as usual, used by the
Indians as a camping place. It has been partially cleared
and cultivated at one time, marks of corn and potato rows
being well defined, especially after lying on them all
night. Enormously large ferns with course leaves grow
on the island. A leaf from one measured 12 feet in
length. Wild fig or rubber trees are also here. The
Indians make a practice of cutting off the large limbs
and sometimes the tree itself for firewood. It is usually
cut at one time for future occasions, as it does not burn
at all readily when green. We made no hesitation in
using the seasoned wood we found and probably will be
well execrated by them on their next visit, as the con-
sumption by white men is much greater than by Indians;
the former piling their wood lengthways, while the latter
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bring only the ends together and push them to the center
as the ends are consumed.

Soundings made today gave from 3 to 5 feet of mud
all underlaid with hard rock. In the saw grass, soundings
could not always be made with a five foot pole. Water
averaged for the day 1.2 feet, except on saw grass where
it averaged only .2 foot. Our Indian did not turn up to-
night as agreed. [They never saw him again]. The two
miles of packing where we left the boats was through
the boggiest marsh and saw grass imaginable, and all
hands were thoroughly tired out when we reached Camp
No. 8, Island No. 23. The glades at this point present
an endless sea of saw and other grasses, lily pads, a great
many of them in bloom, with small patches of water amid
clear spots in the grass and small islands here and there.
We are 92,750 feet from Ft. Shackleford on our course.

March 24. . . Had to make several portages and drag
the boats through the saw grass . . . Captured five turtles,
and shot 5 or 6 marsh hens and limkins and one mallard
duck, a very welcome addition to our bill of fare. Upon
the trunk of a large rubber tree we found carved with a
knife the names of "Tommy Tiger,” “Jack Charley,”
and “Billy Fiewell," the latter undoubtedly the Indian
whom we met and engaged to go with us but who failed
to appear . . .

 March 25. This was one of the hardest days yet.
Water on the course, sufficient for our boats, scarce, and
saw grass very plentiful. Made the longest portage yet
over one of the saw grasses, over 2,000 feet. Abandoned
the smallest of our wooden boats and threw away some
of our impedimenta before crossing. . .

March 26 . . . Had a very successful day, making
nearly five miles in a southwesterly direction. The rock
continues from 12 to 18 inches below mud, 4 feet from
surface of water to rock.

March 27. Found plenty of fire wood cut by the In-
dians and had a good breakfast of hominy, rice and beans.
Our flour is out. Corn meal out for some days. The corn
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meal was packed with bottles of syrup which fermenting
drove out the corks and was soaked up by the meal. It
made very palatable bread and mush, though at first we
supposed it was badly damaged. It was found extremely
necessary to economize our food supplies . . . Our con-
sumption of food has heretofore been rather lavish and
based on an expected average advance of five miles per
day through the Glades, which expectation has not been
realized . . . It was a very discouraging day as we worked
hard and travelled several miles that did not count . . .
Ingraham and Moses slept in canvas boats, the balance
cut saw grass, piled it up so as to be out of the water and
made their beds thereon. All declared it made the most
comfortable beds yet, though it was a little uncomfortable
to step out into the water the first thing on rising . . . .  
Shot a duck and a marsh hen.

March 28 . . . Our progress is very slow and we are
falling behind our average. We will see pretty hard
times from now on, and much depends upon the strength
and endurance of all hands. Our cook had a chill today
and was carried on the “Tarpon" as the wooden skiff
has been christened by the men. Robert Dean also gave
out, occasioned by a strained knee and rode. Our supper
was cooked by a little fire made from dead saw grass fed
continuously by several men, helped out by pine splinters
procured by robbing the canvas boats of some false floor-
ing, and consisted of ham, duck, a terrapin and marsh
hen shot during the day and coffee. We made but 14,000
feet today. All hands worked very hard getting across
saw grass.

March 29 . . . Each carried a pack and walked about
1 1/2 miles through saw grass and bog. . . This has been
a terrible strain on everybody. Locomotion is extremely
difficult and slow. The bog is fearful and it sometimes
seems it would be easier to stay in it than to go on. Both
legs, up to the waist, frequently become embedded in the
same hole in the mud and to extricate one’s self with
from 30 to 50 lbs. weight on the back requires strength
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and time. Packing for any distance is impracticable. A
man by himself carrying nothing, would probably fail to
reach the timber from this point. The boats are very
necessary to enable one to pull himself out of the mud,
and even then the labor is most exhaustive. No island
visible except the one we are making for, - all saw grass
and glades. After an excessively arduous day’s work
all hands reached Camp No. 14. By Mr. Newman’s
[J. W.] direction we killed 15 of the nearly grown young
[white heron] that could not fly and converted them into
a dish much better than the average Florida chicken; or
so it seemed to us. Mr. Newman estimates we are 25 to
27 miles from Miami. We have but 5 or 6 days’ provi-
sions on hand and our average being only about 3 miles
a day from Shackleford and falling behind, we are likely
to be hungry before reaching Miami. Some imagined
they heard the roar of the Ocean surf today.

March 30. Very heavy day. So far we have been
very fortunate in having little rain to incommode us . . .
Surveyors chaining for an island to the S. E. but the
chainmen giving out, occasioned by physical exhaustion
going through high saw grass and limited food, chaining
had to be given up for the present and Mr. Newman tri-
angulated for an island nearer and more to the eastward.
Saw smokes to the S. E. during the day and near enough
to see the blaze after arriving in camp. Men very tired
and irritable, but felt better after supper.

March 31. Triangulated to South 20 degrees east.
The chainmen gave completely out in chaining for the
base line to make this triangulation and had to ride in
boat. Made only two short portages. This was very for-
tunate as the men are becoming quite weak and some-
what discouraged. . . Through a narrow channel we found
quite a strong current flowing towards the S. E. perhaps
a mile an hour . . . Made nearly four miles and reached
camp sufficiently early to dry our clothes and scrape
off some of the mud. We caught and shot 7 terrapins,
1 marsh hen, and three or four fish which jumped into
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our boats. Saw more moccasins today than any day
yet . . . Deeper water than anything yet encountered, in
which current so slight as to make it difficult to say if
any existed by observation . . .

April 1. Small islands are becoming very frequent.
On some of them is a small stunted tree said to be a cus-
tard apple. It resembles the northern apple tree some-
what in color and shape of leaves, as well as its growth
. . . The character of the Everglades is becoming notice-
ably different. Many islands, some quite large are vis-
ible to the north and east while little bushes 4 to 8 feet
high appeared all around us . . . Good water for the boats,
the deepest yet, about 2.50 feet on an average . . . We
came across frequent Indian burns. Smokes to the east,
southeast and west, indicating their presence, but none
were visible.

The water gave out after dinner and we made sev-
eral portages. All hands, nearly, rather cross and tired
. . . Made 4 miles. Our engineer estimates the distance
yet to go to be about 20 miles. We have 4 days’ provi-
sions which are carefully rationed daily . . . The rations
consist almost wholly of hominy and such game, princi-
pally herons and terrapins, as we can secure and when
cooked and served out is only about one-half the quan-
tity craved, though sufficient to sustain life reasonably
well. The character of the food, together with its quan-
tity is not muscle producing sufficient to meet the ex-
cessive labor required in this expedition. We caught 7
terrapins, 3 blue herons, several young water turkeys,
and an alligator whose tail we cut off intending to eat
the latter, but the prejudices of some of the party caused
it to be thrown away. It weighed about 40 lbs. and the
writer was sorry to see it go, as with our present appe-
tites it would not be difficult to try the experiment of
testing it as an article of diet. Several very fine trout
jumped into our boats. We had them for supper. As
it required our utmost exertions to complete our trip and
survey before the provisions became entirely exhausted,
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no fishing had been attempted while marching. When
we reach camp all are too much exhausted, though we
have tackle. High water mark well defined on saw grass,
indicating about 12 inches above present level . . .

April 2. All hands appeared on deck this morning
in pretty fair shape. Save for strains, blisters, chafes,
and minor ills the health of the whole company has been
excellent. This island is said to be by the engineer 19 1/2
miles in a direct line from Miami, bearing South 41 de-
grees East, as near as he can determine by the opposite
character of the survey and 1/2 mile north of our original
course from Shackleford. Distance covered 6 1/2 miles
. . . The survey was today postponed until after arrival
at Miami, owing to the physical incapacity of the men
and the shortness and character of the provisions. Good
objective points for triangulation were scarce . . . A good
many bushes grew in the saw grass. Rock getting deeper,
being from 6 to 6 1/2 feet from the surface of water. Less
water on the saw grasses . . . We met one encouraging
sign of civilization today, the printed portion of a paper
flour sack floating in the water, indicating that we were
on the Indian trail to Miami. There was a heavy smoke
noticed in the east today which remained in one place
and seemed to be of the nature of a bon-fire, as it ap-
peared to be composed of something more solid than saw
grass. Some think it may be a relief party from
Miami . . .

April 3. Hope to get to Miami by tomorrow night.
Had a pretty hard day . . . several portages and got bot-
tled up several times. Were it not for the boats to lean
upon, locomotion today would be extremely difficult if
not impossible for any distance. Some of the deepest
bogs yet encountered. The men walked beside the boats
and as they bog, raise themselves and so continue. It
rarely happens that all are bogged at once. It would
require a very strong man to go any distance alone and
reach civilization. Of course when we make portages
the men string themselves two and two ahead of the
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boats and drag them over. Sometimes it is necessary to
pack the contents of the boats ahead where the portages
are long and unusually boggy . . .

A dozen or more fish jumped into the boats today,
one weighing about 4 lbs. Several more terrapin were
caught, and half a dozen young water turkeys from their
nests. Our bacon has been very low for several days,
but we have not suffered very much nor been delayed in
our progress by the necessity of hunting food, latterly
appearing as we required it. This is all we have though,
with the addition of coffee, tea and grits, and more would
not go amiss.

From the top of one large rubber tree, timber was
seen 4 or 5 miles away to the eastward. This was very
encouraging and braced everybody wonderfully . . .

April 4. The constant wading in water and bog ap-
pears to have weakened all to a greater or less extent and
considerable lassitude prevails. No one is ill however,
and the weather continues perfect . . . We hope to make
the timber today and find friends or a wagon road. It
is two weeks today since we left Shackleford. The time
seems much longer. Saw an Indian in his canoe, whose
attention we attracted and he came to us. His name is
Billy Harney . . . The old man agreed to take two in his
canoe, go to Miami and return with provisions . . .

Billy’s home consists of a hammock field, one build-
ing covered by rived board, and 4 palmetto thatches. Has
corn growing 3 feet high, pumpkins bearing, bananas,
etc. Saw 4 or 5 good trunks, chairs, mosquito bars, and
appeared to be in prosperous circumstances. His wife,
daughters, and grandchildren were at home, but the bal-
ance of the men folks were away hunting 65 miles dis-
tant. The houses are built on a sand hill . . .

April 5. At 5 a.m. we started, arriving at the rapids
of the Miami River about 9 a.m. The rock had been ap-
proaching nearer the surface all the morning. At the
rapids the rock appeared prominently. . . The canoe with
Billy and the canvas boat shot the rapids, coming through
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without accident, though the trip was quite exciting, the
rocks being very sharp and jagged and the current very
swift. There appeared to be a fall of perhaps 10 feet in
300 yards.

“We arrived at Miami at noon . . .”

Dr. Tebeau and Mr. Marchman have added more
than a score of notes, identifying persons with brief
sketches, explaining allusions in the Journal, and other-
wise adding interest to its publication. They refer to a
diary of J. E. Ingraham, and a manuscript “A Dash
Through the Everglades,” by Alonzo Church, a member
of the expedition. Neither of these have been published,
but Mr. Church’s account has been transcribed and
widely distributed.

Another diary is included in this number of Te-
questa, “Diary of a West Coast Sailing Expedition,
1885.” This was kept by Mrs. John R. Gilpin, and is
published with notes by her son, Vincent Gilpin, who as a
small boy went along. They left Cedar Keys in January,
1885, and coasted to Key West, and back to Tampa, land-
ing at numerous settlements. There is some description
of the coast, but as the weather was bad at times and the
party were not accustomed to roughing it and underwent
many discomforts, the attractions of the coasts are not
given full justice.

T. Ralph Robinson, with whom our readers are well
acquainted, a former plant physiologist of the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture, and former director of our So-
ciety, in “Perrine and Florida Tree Cotton” gives fur-
ther information relating to that remarkable horticul-
turist, and includes a letter in facsimile recently brought
to light by Gaines R. Wilson, showing that Dr. Perrine
“had a large cargo of living plants” in the Bahamas
ready to bring to Florida. This is the first knowledge
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   we have that he introduced plants other than from Yuca-
tan.       

Another article is extracts from the diary of Hester
Perrine Walker, a daughter of Dr. Perrine, selected and
edited by Jeanne Bellamy. The original of this diary is
in the Library of our Society, and the parts relating to
Florida were published in our Quarterly the issue of July,
1926 (vol. v. no. 1.). It is reprinted because of its great
interest and its relation to the Florida Keys.

Indicating the close cooperation of our Society with
the Historical Association of Southern Florida is the fact
that the originals of both the “Journal of the Everglades
Exploring Expedition” and the Perrine diary are in our
Library, and when Mr. Marchman planned the editing
of the former he was our Secretary and Librarian. A
large number of members are common to the two socie-

 ties, and several have served as officials and directors
of both.    

Any one wishing to become a member of the South
Florida Association will write to David O. True, Secre-
tary and Treasurer, P. O. Box 537, Miami 4. The annual
dues are two dollars, and this includes subscription to
T e g u e s t a .  



BOOK REVIEW
The Everglades: River of Grass.
By Marjory Stoneman Douglas

(New York : Rhinehart and Company, 1947.
pp. 406. $3.50)

The publication of Mrs. Douglas’s volume on the
Everglades marks the third study of Florida’s natural
waterways in the Rivers of America series. With the
previously published books on the Suwanee and the St.
Johns, the Everglades volume ranks Florida with Vir-
ginia as another state to be thrice honored.

The inclusion of the Everglades in a series depicting
the history and folklore of a river may seem incongrous,
but before reclamation the Everglades formed the third,
or downstream unit, of the Kissimmee River-Lake Okee-
chobee-Everglades watershed extending two hundred
fifty miles through the interior of Florida from Orlando
to the southern end of the state at the Gulf of Mexico.

In her description of the nature of the Everglades
and its people Mrs. Douglas has dug deeply into the
voluminous, academic, and ofttimes dull literature of the
physical sciences of geology, biology, botany, archeology,
and anthropology. To say that she has succeeded in ac-
curately portraying, in pen pictures, the natural features
of this singular region would be damning a master crafts-
man with faint praise. Even the casual reader will sense
that this talented artist has seen the Everglades during
all the seasons and in all kinds of weather; but to one
who has lived in southern Florida her descriptions are
nature itself.

In the treatment of the ancient peoples of the general
area of the Everglades the author has distilled an es-
sence from the available sources, making a narrative of
compelling interest. Though much more archeological
research is needed before the true picture of aboriginal
man in Florida can be drawn, the extent and continuity
of the author’s narrative are excellent. It should be
borne in mind, as Mrs. Douglas admits, that these people
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lived on the fringes of the Everglades along the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts. Seemingly it remained for the late ar-
riving Seminoles to become the first residents in an area
almost totally inhospitable to man in its natural state.

The exploits of the discoverers and adventurers
along the shores of Florida, though interesting, have been
told time and again, and the reader, after he has followed
De Leon, De Soto, Narvaez, Menendez, the Catholic fath-
ers, and Jonathan Dickenson through many pages, will
agree with the author that they are “only remotely con-
nected with the Everglades.” The truth is that the Ever-
glades were virtually unsung and even unknown from the
time of the few sixteenth century experiences of Fon-
taneda until the 1840’s when the armed forces of the
United States entered them in pursuit of the Seminoles.
The section of the volume dealing with the background,
fighting, and indefinite results of the Seminole wars ac-
curately relate the dishonorable record of our treatment
of these Indians about whom Grant Foreman wrote that
there was “perhaps no blacker chapter” in American
history.

As Mrs. Douglas develops her story of the Ever-
glades through the latter half of the nineteenth century
much matter extraneous to the Everglades is introduced.
Long references are made to subjects extending from the
islands of the Gulf below Everglades City and the fugi-
tives that inhabited them to the establishment of the city
of Miami on one coast and the Koreshan Unity at Estero
on the other coast. Although the miscellaneous matter
dealing with settlements on the New, Miami, and Caloosa-
hatchee rivers is quite interesting, these “goings on”
took place on the periphery of the Everglades at best.
The abundance of such material leads one to recall that
under natural conditions these rivers had their source
in the Everglades and that a title “The Everglades :
Mother of Rivers” might be appropriate.

The modern phase of Everglades history begins with
the administrations of Governors Jennings and Broward
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and Mrs. Douglas adequately covers the political
machinations which were a part of the fight made by the
State to secure the area from the land grant railroad and
timber companies. While mention is made of the land
sales, such as those to Bolles and Davie, many readers
would like a little more detail on the fanfare which ac-
companied the highly speculative land boom, on the Ft.
Lauderdale land lottery, on the hardships of life in the
first settlements such as Okeelanta, and on the fishing
industry which flourished under such operators as the
Brently brothers at Chancy Bay.

A number of references are made to the most active
of the Everglades pioneers, Thomas Elmer Will (not
Wills, as on page 323, et passim.), but apparently the au-
thor overlooked or by-passed the extensive and un-
 equalled collection of historical material of every kind
left by Dr. Will. This collection is the most prolific
source of information on the Everglades from 1910 to
1935. It should be noted here that Will did not write the
collection of papers which Senator Duncan U. Fletcher
had published as Senate Document 89 of the first session
of the Sixty-second Congress. Will was employed by ex-
Governor Jennings and Senator Fletcher to assist in the
compilation of the document. In this connection, the
much-discussed James O. Wright drainage report was
surreptitiously published in the document and became
the “cause celebre” of the Everglades hearings con-
ducted by the House Committee on Expenditures in the
Department of Agriculture in 1912. These forty-three
hearings produced over 1,700 pages of testimony, a first-
rate primary source on the Everglades drainage scheme
and consequent land boom.

The statement made on page 386 that “there is little
source material on the Everglades despite all the descrip-
tive writing” should be questioned, as the material avail-
able is voluminous, there being well over one hundred
federal, state, and local documents pertaining to the
area, not to mention several manuscript collections and
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a number of newspaper files that contain a great deal of
material.

A few errors, particularly in names, should be noted,
for example : Francis Voss should be Francis Vose ; F. C.
Elliott should be F. C. Elliot; V. G. Dahlberg should be
B. G. Dahlberg ; J. J. Connors should be J. W, Conners ;
Thomas E. Wills Jr. should be Lawrence E. Will. Many
readers will realize that the incline of the rock below the
Everglades from Okeechobee to the Gulf is a great deal
less than a half a mile each six miles and, that 18,000
deaths in the hurricane of 1928 should be 1,800. The
dredges Everglades and Caloosahatchee did not begin
operations in November, 1905; the former was not
launched until mid 1906, and the latter until well into
1909.

Despite such minor errors Mrs. Douglas has made
an outstanding contribution to the growing body of pub-
lished Floridiana, one that is greatly needed. She has
captured and glowingly depicted the romance and history
of the whole of Southern Florida and has preserved for
posterity a highly readable record of fact and folklore.

J. E. DOVELL.
University of Florida.



THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
THE ANNUAL MEETING

(It was intended that this issue of the QUARTERLY should be
received by the members of the Society before the date of the annual
meeting, but printing delays have prevented this, and the meeting is
being held while the issue is still in press. The next number will
contain a full account of the program and business session.)

Without a doubt the annual meeting of the Society
on February 6 and 7 will be one of the most notable we
have ever held. At their invitation, we will be guests
of the Jacksonville Historical Society, who have been our
hosts several times. Jacksonville has always been one
of our strongholds. For many years it was our head-
quarters ; so it will be going back, for the time, to our
old home. As we now have more than one hundred mem-
bers there, all of whom will surely attend the sessions,
the rest of the State must come in strength to top their
number and show our appreciation of the excellent pro-
gram they have planned for us. Numerous historical
papers are being written for the program sessions, and
these and other entertainment will fully reward you for
a journey even from Key West or Pensacola. And your
attendance will be the very best kind of encouragement
to our president and directors and the other members
who are working in the membership campaign.

Headquarters will be at the George Washington
Hotel, and the Entertainment Committee will be glad to
help you in any way, either beforehand or after your
arrival. You will be glad you came; and if you care for
Florida’s history, as you certainly do, this brief vacation
will be one you will always remember with satisfaction.

FOR AN  INCREASED  MEMBERSHIP

At the business session of the Tampa meeting last
spring, an intensive effort to increase membership in the
Society was authorized, and general plans for organiza-
tion of the campaign were discussed and adopted by the
directors at their August meeting. With the perfection
of details, the campaign will be initiated in December
in the metropolitan counties of Dade and Duval, and be
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extended to the rest of the state as rapidly as possible.
The campaign will be organized on the basis of

county committees, which are constituted from the entire
present membership residing in a county. The minimal
goal set for each county is a three hundred per cent in-
crease in members. President Boyd is signing an indi-
vidual letter to each Florida member of the Society, per-
sonally advising him or her of their assignment to work
on the local county committee.

At the directors’ meeting, each director was made
supervisor of the campaign in a group of counties, and
assigned the further responsibility of designating a chair-
man in each county of his area. The assignments are as
follows:
1)

2)

3)
4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Mrs. Ruby Leach Carson: Broward, Collier, Dade,
Monroe.
Mr. W. T. Cash: Gadsden, Jefferson *, Leon, Lib-
erty *, Taylor *, Wakulla.
Mr. F. H. Elmore: Duval.
Dr. E. C. Nance: Hardee *, Hillsborough, Manatee,
Osceola, Pasco, Pinellas, Polk, Sarasota.
Miss Dena Snodgrass: Baker *, Columbia *, Dixie *,
Hamilton *, Lafayette *, Madison, Nassau, Suwannee,
Union *.
Dr. R. W. Patrick: Alachua, Bradford *, Citrus *,
Clay, Gilchrist, Hernando, Lake, Levy, Marion,
Orange, Putnam, Sumter *.
Mr. T. T. Wentworth: Bay *, Calhoun *, Escambia,
Franklin, Gulf, Holmes *, Jackson, Okaloosa *, Santa
Rosa *, Walton *, Washington.
Mr. W. J. Winter: Brevard, Flagler *, St. Johns,
Seminole, Volusia.
Mr. M. B. Wood: Charlotte, De Soto, Glades *, Hen-
dry, Highlands, Indian River, Lee, Martin, Okee-
chobee *, Palm Beach, St. Lucie.
With notification of appointment to committee mem-

(*On July 1, 1947, those counties whose names are marked by an
asterisk, were without members) 
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bership, each member will receive a small supply of leaf-
lets descriptive of the Society and of the advantages of
membership, and containing an application form. A fur-
ther supply of these and sample copies of the QUARTERLY
may be obtained from the county chairman.

President Boyd suggests that each county chairman
call his committee members together at a Dutch-treat
luncheon for the purpose of formulating a plan for local
operations. The names of new members will be promptly
published in the QUARTERLY, credited to the county of
their residence, and an honor roll of those counties which
attain or exceed their quotas will be also carried in the

QUARTERLY. The campaign will last throughout the year
1948.

Solicitation in counties without representation on the
Society’s roll will be assigned, where possible to the
membership of an adjoining county.

The campaign in Dade county is under the chairman-
ship of Mr. Gaines R. Wilson, and in Duval county the
chairman is Mr. F. H. Elmore. Chairmen of a number
of other counties have already been appointed, but an-
nouncement of appointment will be deferred until the
following issue of the QUARTERLY.

NEW  MEMBERS
James Calvert Smith  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Daytona Beach
Sterling Scott  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carrabelle
Mrs. Lou Epting  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Miami
Edwin L. Williams, Jr  . . . . . . . . . . Emory University
Mrs. L. E. Atkinson.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jacksonville
Gilbert L. Lycan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stetson University
Richard  K. Murdoch. . . . . . Carnegie Inst. of Technology
Wm. R. Johnson, Jr  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palm Beach
Mrs. W. S. Hardin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bradenton
R. S. Kellogg  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bradenton
Mrs. Cecil Rhyne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marianna
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Claude J. Rahn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Verona, New Jersey
A. H. Wentworth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. Perry
Joe H. Scales Jr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Perry

DEATHS
Wm. K. Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston
Mrs. E. W. Lawson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . St. Augustine
Ernest Maas, Sr...................................................... Tampa
Robert W. Bentley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bradenton

DONATIONS TO THE SOCIETY’S LIBRARY
T. E. Fitzgerald, Historical Highlights of Volusia County

Gift of James Calvert Smith
Pair of duelling pistols, travelling medicine chest and travelling writ-

ing desk. Indefinite loan from Mrs. Frances Porcher Bowles
and brother.

Journals of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of South Florida; Con-
stitution (1896) ; Annuals Woman’s Auxiliary, 1913-1931; The Palm
Branch 1908-1914; all the gift of Miss Corinne Robinson, Orlando.

“Daytona and Seabreeze” (in 1890’s) by James Calvert Smith (typed)
Gift of Mr. Smith

London News, special historical numbers, 1935-1940
Gift of Mrs. George T. Leonard

Journal of Everglades exploration by J. E. Ingraham and party, 1892.
(Typed copy) Gift of Watt P. Marchman

Wharton, V. L. The Negro in Mississippi. Univ. of North Carolina
Press, 1947

Democratic ballot of 1886 (last under the constitution of 1868)
Democratic ballot of 1888 (first used under constitution of 1888)

Gifts of Judge James B. Whitfield
The Civil War Diary of General Josiah Gorgas, edited by F. E. Vandiver.

University of Alabama Press. 1947
The Conquest of the West, by Walter F. McCaleb. Prentice-Hall, Inc.

New York, 1947
Pedro de Valdivia, Conquestador of Chili, by Ida S. W. Vernon

University of Texas Press, 1946
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